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Abstract
Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in layered copper ox-
ides, the YBa2Cu3O7−δ compound has been the subject of many experimental and
theoretical studies. Recently, the interest in this material was renewed when quan-
tum oscillation experiments in high magnetic fields of underdoped ortho-II ordered
YBa2Cu3O6.5 revealed that the Fermi surface reconstructs into one or several pock-
ets. One of the most powerful techniques to study the Fermiology and electronic
properties of a material, is angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES).
This technique requires a flat and clean crystalline surface usually obtained after
cleaving. However, YBa2Cu3O7−δ does not have a natural cleavage plane and due
to polarity, the cleaved surface tends to be strongly overdoped even though the
bulk is underdoped. As a results, ARPES experiments on YBa2Cu3O7−δ single
crystals are considered delicate and details of the electronic properties have re-
mained elusive.
This thesis work presents an ARPES study of YBa2Cu3O7−δ films in situ grown
by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Through a careful control of the growth, the
films present underdoped surfaces with ordered oxygen vacancies within the CuO
chains resulting in a clear ortho-II band folding of the Fermi surface. This study
demonstrates the importance of having not only the correct surface carrier concen-
tration, but also a very well ordered clean surface in order to obtain photoemission
data on this compound that is representative of the bulk electronic properties. Fur-
ther, the elaboration of the YBa2Cu3O7−δ film growth is described and a careful
investigation of the superconducting gap symmetry as well as pseudogap state of




Depuis la de´couverte des oxides de cuivres supraconducteurs a` haute temperature
critique, le compose´ YBa2Cu3O7−δ a fait l’objet de nombreuses e´tudes aussi bien
expe´rimentales que the´oriques. Re´cemment, ce mate´riel a e´te´ reconside´re´ lorsque
les oscillations quantiques sous champ magne´tique ont re´ve´le´, dans le regime
sous-dope´ de la phase ordonne´e ortho-II YBa2Cu3O6.5, que la surface de Fermi
se reconstruit sous une ou plusieurs poches. Une des plus puissante techniques
expe´rimentales pour e´tudier la Fermiologie ainsi que les proprie´te´s e´lectronique
des mate´riaux est la photoe´mission re´solue en angle (ARPES). Cette me´thode
ne´cessite une surface cristalline propre et plate normalement obtenue apre`s cli-
vage. Cependant, le compose´ YBa2Cu3O7−δ ne posse`de pas de plan de clivage na-
turel et duˆe a` la polarite´ du mate´riel, la surface clive´e devient surdope´ meˆme si le
cristal est a` l’origine sous-dope´. Par conse´quent, les expe´riences de photoe´mission
re´solue en angle sur les mono-cristaux d’YBa2Cu3O7−δ sont conside´re´es difficiles
et peu de de´tails sur leurs proprie´te´s e´lectroniques ont e´te´ accessibles.
Ce travail de the`se pre´sente l’e´tude de couches minces d’YBa2Cu3O7−δ e´labore´es
in situ par ablation laser pulse´ (PLD) pour des mesures de photoe´mission re´solue
en angle. Graˆce a` un contoˆle minutieux de la croissance, les films pre´sentent une
surface sous-dope´ avec au sein des chaˆınes CuO, un ordre des oxyge`nes vacants
re´sultant a` un clair repliement de bandes a` la surface de Fermi lie´e a` l’ortho-
II. Cette e´tude de´montre l’importance d’avoir une surface avec la correcte con-
centration de porteurs mais aussi propre et ordonne´e afin que les donne´es de
photoe´mission sur ce compose´ repre´sentent les proprie´te´s e´lectroniques du cristal.
De plus, l’e´laboration des films d’YBa2Cu3O7−δ est de´crite et une observation
me´ticuleuse de la symme´trie du gap supraconduteur ainsi que du pseudogap de la




The content of this thesis is based on research carried out at the Surface/Interface
spectroscopy (SIS) beamline of the Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer In-
stitute (PSI). The main subject of this PhD thesis is based on the elaboration
of YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) films using a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique
and the investigation of their electronic properties by angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (ARPES). The present manuscript displays the results obtained and
consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction of the topic and explains the
motivation of this work. Chapter 2 describes some general characteristics related
to high-temperature superconductors (HTSC). Chapter 3 presents a description
of the PLD technique and explains the procedure established for the growth of
YBCO films. Chapter 4 is devoted to the ARPES technique and a selection of
principal ARPES results on HTSC are summarized. Chapter 5 displays the main
results of the thesis project and Chapter 6 the conclusions.
Parts of the thesis were also dedicated to investigate the electronic structure of
NaxCoO2 (x = 0.80-0.85) single crystals. The crystal structure is composed of
single Na sheets sandwiched in between CoO2 layers, where the Co atoms form
a triangular lattice. By increasing the Na content x, which represents the elec-
tron doping level in this system, different phases with exotic physical proper-
ties emerge, ranging from superconducting character by intercalation of water
molecules to a charged ordered insulator, followed by Curie-Weiss metal. For
higher doping (0.8 < x < 1) also a incommensurate spin density wave order is
found. A considerable ARPES work has been published for x ≤ 0.8, but very few
in the incommensurate spin density wave region x ≥ 0.8. The ARPES studies per-
formed in this thesis have revealed that depending of the cooling rate, the opening
of a gap at the Fermi level is observed. The origin of this gap could possibly be
connected to a Na ordering, which influences the electronic properties but more
investigations are needed. Although these results are extremely interesting, they
were not included in this manuscript.
Finally, during the thesis, I have actively participated/collaborated to other ARPES
studied performed on La2−xSrxCuO4, YBa2Cu4O8 and Bi2Sr2CanCun+1O2n+6+x
single crystals. The results obtained on these compounds are partly summarized
at the end of chapter 4 and beginning of chapter 5. All the articles resulting from












AFM: Atomic force microscopy
ARPES: Angle-resolved photoelectron
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LEED: Low-energy electron diffraction
PES: Photoelectron spectroscopy
PLD: Pulsed laser deposition
PPMS: Physical properties measure-
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Since more than twenty years, one of the most interesting challenges in solid
state physics is to find a suitable theory to describe the mechanism of high-
temperature superconductivity. These fascinating compounds exhibit a number
of anomalous electronic properties in both superconducting and normal states
that cannot be explained by conventional theories. Despite their unconventional
behavior, which make the understanding of these systems extremely difficult,
high-temperature superconductors are experimentally rather easy to measure. In-
deed, these compounds are layered materials with quasi-two-dimensional elec-
tronic structure, which simplifies the analysis of the data and make experiments
like angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) achievable.
ARPES is a powerful technique, which offers the possibility to study the elec-
tronic band structure of solids as function of temperature, doping and momen-
tum. To achieve significant results, this technique requires a flat and clean crys-
talline surface, usually obtained after cleaving of the crystal. However, not all
high-temperature superconductors display a natural cleavage plane. For instance,
YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) single crystals, which have been intensively studied by
various bulk techniques, do not have a natural cleavage plane making surface-
sensitive experiments delicate. As a result, very few significative ARPES investi-
gations have been performed.
To overcome the cleaving procedure, the solution presented in this work is to grow
high-quality epitaxial superconducting YBCO thin-films and to transfer them
in situ to the ARPES set-up. To provide high-quality, c-axis oriented films,
the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique was chosen. The stoichiometric ab-
lation of constituent species from the target makes the PLD technique attractive,
particularly for the synthesis of complex multi-component phases like HTSC. By
growing films in a two-dimensional layer-by-layer mode, the technique offers the
possibility to produce YBCO with control of surface termination (chain or plane),
thickness, strain effects, (un-)twinning, and oxygen content.
In this thesis, an ARPES study of in situ grown YBCO films is presented. The
top-most layer of the film displays an underdoped surface with an additional band
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folding, which can be connected to the oxygen vacancies ordered Ortho-II phase.
Structure of this thesis:
In the second chapter, some general characteristics of high-temperature super-
conductivity are summarized. Crystal and electronic structure are described and
a presentation of the generic phase diagram is made. Finally, some theoretical
aspects are introduced.
The third chapter is focused on the PLD technique and consists of three sections.
First, the PLD principle and the growth mechanism are explained. Second, the ex-
perimental set-up and techniques of films characterizations are described. Third,
details on substrate and films preparations determined in this work for growing
high-quality epitaxial YBCO thin-films are presented. The scope of this chapter
is to show how the superconducting films were elaborated to obtain significative
ARPES results.
The fourth chapter is an introduction to photoelectron spectroscopy. The chapter
starts by describing the photoelectron process then, a presentation of the experi-
mental set-up used in this thesis is made. To close the chapter, a brief overview
of the main results obtained by ARPES on high-temperature superconductors is
presented.
The fifth chapter is devoted to ARPES measurements performed on YBCO. The
first section summarizes ARPES results obtained on YBCO single crystals and
the second one is dedicated to YBCO thin-films made by PLD and transferred
in situ to the ARPES set-up. A study of the superconducting and pseudogap
phase of the Ortho-II phase is presented.
Finally, the sixth chapter summarizes the main results obtained in this work.
2
2 Strongly Correlated Materials
Strongly correlated systems encloses a wide variety of materials, which are char-
acterized by strong interactions or correlations between electrons. Early in the
modern solid state physics, in 1930’s, Bloch [1] and Wilson [2] developed the band
theory, which explained why some materials exhibit metallic behavior and others
insulating properties. However, Bloch and Wilson theory could not clarify a large
number of insulating 3d transition metal compounds, such as NiO and CoO, which
were predicted to be metals [3]. Peierls and Mott explained this inconsistency by
including electron-electron interactions [4, 5] and a few years later, Hubbard [6]
established a simple model based on the tight-binding approximation. Using two
terms in the Hamiltonian, he described particle interactions in a lattice : a kinetic
term allowing hopping of particles between the sites of the lattices and a potential
term consisting of an on-site interaction. Nowadays, the Hubbard model is fre-
quently used to study strongly correlated systems and these insulators are know
as Mott-Hubbard insulators. To strengthen the Hubbard model, Anderson intro-
duced the concept of superexchange [7], which clarifies strong antiferromagnetic
coupling between two next-nearest neighbor positive ions through a non-magnetic
anion.
During all these years, unexpected new discoveries have been made and one of the
challenge in condensed matter physics is to obtain a better understanding of cor-
related systems but also its manifestation in a large variety of phenomena such as
metal insulator transitions, insulator-superconductor transitions, Kondo effects,
frustrated materials, heavy Fermion system, high temperature superconductors,
mixed valence systems, quantum Hall effect, colossal magneto-resistance, charge
ordering, and so on. This thesis is focused on one particular class of material
namely high-temperature superconductors (HTSC), or more specifically, cuprates.
Since their discovery 20 years ago, these materials have aroused curiosity and fas-
cination in the condensed matter physics community. In addition to the intriguing
goal of finding a room-temperature superconductor, this lively research field com-
prise a number of fundamental and unresolved problems in condensed matter
physics, e.g. metal insulator transition in low dimensions, breakdown of Fermi
liquid theory, origin and behavior of unconventional superconductivity, quantum
criticality, electronic inhomogeneities, and quantum antiferromagnetism in low di-
mensions. In the following subsection a general presentation of HTSC materials
and a description of related theories is made.
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2.1 Brief historical summary of
superconductivity
Superconductivity was first discovered in mercury (Hg) at 4.2 K almost 100 years
ago by H. Kamerlingh Onnes [8]. This finding raised curiosity and research to-
wards new superconductors with a higher critical temperature Tc became of great
interest. By 1980, many metals as well as intermetallic compounds and alloys
had been found to be superconducting. Classical ferromagnets did not exhibit
superconductivity except if the material was under high pressure such as iron (Fe)
where a Tc = 2 K has been reported [9]. The study of superconductivity was a
motivation for both experimental and theoretical physics in particular regarding
the electronic mechanism for phonon-mediated superconductivity and the symme-
try of the superconducting state. Some principal key properties and discoveries
for these so-called Type I superconductors can be summarized as follows:
• The observation of vanishing resistivity at a critical temperature Tc [8];
• The diamagnetic behavior observed in 1933 by Meissner and Ochsenfeld [10];
• The London theory, which in 1935 described the Meissner effect as a conse-
quence of the minimization of the electromagnetic free energy carried by a
superconducting current;
• The Isotope effect for Hg observed by Maxwell [11] in 1950, which suggested
that the electron-phonon coupling might be responsible for superconductiv-
ity;
• The Ginzburg-Landau theory in 1950, which extended the London theory
and introduced the order parameter [12];
• The Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer (BCS) theory in 1957 [13], which gave a
definite explanation of Type I superconductivity in terms of Copper pairs
[14], i.e. pairs of electrons interacting through the exchange of phonons.
Until about 1980, the highest Tc observed, was in the Nb3Ge compound with
Tc = 23.4 K. However, in 1986, Bednorz and Mu¨ller [15] made the discovery
of an entirely new class of solids with a higher value of Tc = 35 K. The new
superconducting material was La2CuO4 in which some La
3+ ions can be sub-
stituted with Ba2+, Sr2+ or Ca2+. This exchange of ions dopes the material
and hole-carriers are created. Soon after this discovery, the substitution of the
La3+ ions by the Y3+ gave the first HTSC compound, namely YBa2Cu3O7−δ
(YBCO) with a Tc = 90 K [16]. Further exploration for new cuprate super-
conductors with even higher Tc led to the discovery of, e.g. Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 [17],
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 [18] and HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 [18, 19] compounds in subsequent
years. At present, Tc = 135 K under ambient pressure and Tc = 164 K under
31 GPa observed in HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 [20] are the highest values obtained so far.
4
2.2 Crystal structure
A schematic view of the historical development of superconductivity (or Tc) is
presented in Fig. 2.1(a-b). As also shown, during very recent years, a new class of
iron-based superconductors has emerged [21]. However, this is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
Figure 2.1: (a) Evolution of the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) from year
1900 to 2000 and (b) from 2000 to present.
2.2 Crystal structure
All cuprate superconductors have a quasi-two-dimensional (2D) layered structure
in common, where one or more copper oxide (CuO2) planes are contained. Their
structure is based on an alternate stacking of CuO2 planes separated by other
oxide layers. These intermediate layers normally acts as charge reservoirs [22],
which maintains both charge neutrality as well as cohesion of the structure. The
interaction between CuO2 planes and charge reservoirs plays an important role
for the control and change of the carrier concentration. Indeed, substitution or
insertion of oxygen in the layers separating the CuO2 planes dopes the mate-
rial by either electrons or holes. Figure 2.2(a) shows an illustration of the com-
mon structure of hole-doped cuprate HTSC. Three different structures of CuO2
planes can be distinguished: the first one consists of the CuO6 octahedrons as in
La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)[Fig. 2.2(b)], the second one is the CuO5 pyramids as in
YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO)[Fig. 2.2(c)] and the third one is the planar CuO4 squares
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as in Nd2−xCexCuO4 (NdCeCO) [Fig. 2.2(d)].
The main material studied in this thesis is YBCO. When δ = 1, the parent antifer-
Figure 2.2: (a)Illustration of the common crystallographic structure of HTSC. CuO2
planes are separated from each other by the so-called charge reservoir lay-
ers. Hole doping is symbolized by the transfer of electrons (e−) from
the CuO2 planes to the charge reservoirs by the blue arrows. (b) Crys-
tal structure of La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) where the CuO6 octahedrons are
represented. (c) Structure of YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) showing the CuO5
pyramids and CuO chains. (d) Structure of Nd2−xCexCuO4 (NdCeCO)
with the planar CuO4 squares.
romagnetic compound YBa2Cu3O6 is a Mott-Hubbard insulator with a tetragonal
crystal structure. By adding oxygen into the charge reservoirs i.e. decreasing δ,
the CuO2 planes are hole-doped, the compound becomes superconducting and the
crystal structure is orthorhombic. The main difference between the parent com-
pound and the superconducting YBCO is the existence of one dimensional CuO
chains1, which plays the role of charge reservoirs for the superconducting CuO2




planes. The crystal structure of superconducting orthorhombic YBCO is shown in
Fig. 2.2(c). Starting from the center of the unit cell, there is a single Y atom. On
each side are the CuO2 planes arranged as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). Moving outwards
is a plane of Ba and O atoms, then, terminating the cell, the CuO chains along
the b-axis.
YBCO has a variable oxygen stoichiometry and accordingly, a variable Tc. The
change in oxygen content occurs in the CuO chains, although the holes provided
by the oxygen atoms are transferred to the CuO2 planes [23]. Further, oxygen
vacancies in the chains tend to order [24,25] giving rise to superstructures [26,27].
Figure 2.3(a) shows a CuO chain layer with a ratio of copper and oxygen atoms
of 1:1. This ideal case would correspond to an oxygen content n = 7 (δ =0) with
a maximum Tc ≈ 90 K. Figure 2.3(b-d) illustrates some of the possible configu-
Figure 2.3: Model of oxygen ordering in the YBCO CuO chain layers. (a) Represen-
tation of the chains for the Ortho I structure corresponding to an oxygen
content closed n = 7 with a maximal Tc = 90 K. All the chains are com-
pletely filled in contrast with the ortho-II phase (c) where one chain of two
is filled. This corresponds to an oxygen content n = 6.5 with Tc = 60 K
and a doubled unit cell (2a). (b,d) (2 × 2) and (4 × 1) overstructures
corresponding to an oxygen content n = 6.75 and n = 6.25, respectively.
rations of oxygen vacancy ordering within the CuO chains. The superstructure
shown in Fig. 2.3(b) gives rise to a (2 × 2) reconstruction with the absence of every
second oxygen atom along the a and b direction, respectively. This corresponds
to an oxygen content n ≈ 6.75. Figure 2.3(c) represents the so-called ortho-II
superstructure, which is characterized by a periodic alternation of filled and empty
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CuO chains resulting in a unit cell doubling along the a-axis. The oxygen con-
tent is n ≈ 6.5 and the Tc ≈ 60 K. The ortho-II superstructure have gained a
lot of interest since quantum oscillations experiments conducted on high quality
ortho-II single crystals [28, 29] have revealed that the Fermi surface reconstructs
into one [30–32] or several [33, 34] pockets. This exciting YBCO superstructure
will be further developed in chapter 5. Finally, the (4 × 1) overstructure is shown
in Fig. 2.3(d) with a model of three subsequently absent oxygen rows correspond-
ing to an oxygen doping of n ≈ 6.25. It is important to specify that changing
the oxygen stoichiometry in YBCO does not induce a drastic change of Tc. In
fact, for n = 6.8 or n = 7, Tc remains very close to its maximum value. Chain
Cu atoms surrounded by two oxygen atoms have a valence of +1. The oxygen
atom donates an electron to each Cu and thus, the valence of the Cu becomes +2.
The transfer of electrons to the Cu atoms creates holes that are injected into the
CuO2 planes. As a result, it is possible to change the hole concentration without
changing the oxygen stoichiometry, e.g. by annealing, which changes the degree
of vacancy ordering.
2.3 Electronic structure
To understand the complexity of HTSC, one should consider the electronic struc-
ture of the undoped CuO2 plane. Due to a splitting of the degenerate copper
3d (Cu-3d) levels in a crystal field of square-planar symmetry, the 3dx2−y2 orbital
of Cu-3d and O-2p orbitals hybridize. Such hybridization gives rise to a (half
filled) metallic antibonding (AB) band σ∗. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the crystal
field splitting of the Cu-3d level. The Cu2+ is surrounded by four oxygens in the
CuO2 plane and apical oxygen perpendicular to the plane, the crystal field splits
the otherwise degenerate five d-orbitals where the four lower energy orbitals (xy,
xz, yz, 3z2 − y2) are fully occupied, while the orbital with the highest energy
(x2− y2) is half-filled. Since the energies of the Cu-3d and O-2p orbitals are close,
there is a strong hybridization between them. As a result, the topmost energy
level has both Cu-3dx2−y2 and O-2px,y character. The hybridization of the other
Cu-3d levels is smaller. However, the localized nature of the Cu-3d orbitals makes
the undoped system a Mott insulator [5, 35] meaning that the on-site Coulomb
interaction U splits the AB band into a filled lower Hubbard band (LHB) and
an empty upper Hubbard band (UHB) [Fig. 2.4(a)]. Further, a Mott insulator
system has also an antiferromagnetic ground state due to the superexchange in-
teraction [7] between the neighboring spins. This interaction originates from the
fact that the two neighboring spins on copper sites could lower the kinetic energy
by virtually hopping to the oxygen sites and/or one of the copper site together.
The non-bonding band (NB) located between the LHB and UHB bands has es-
sentially an oxygen O-2p origin and the lowest excitation is not a Mott-Hubbard
like insulator but instead a charge transfer (CT) type [36] [Fig. 2.4(b)] since the
8
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charge transfer energy ∆ is smaller than the on-site Coulomb repulsion (∆ < U).
Common for the transition metal oxides, the excitation conducts to d9 → d8 the
LHB band and the charge transfer gives an additional hoping from the NB band
to the LHB band, which lowers the energy of the system. As a result, the com-
plete process is d9 → d10L−1 where L−1 represents a hole in the NB band. When
doping the system with holes, a Cu-O hybridization occurs, which strongly binds
a hole on each square of O atoms to the central Cu2+ ion to form a local singlet
called the Zhang-Rice singlet (ZRS) [37] [Fig. 2.4(c)]. The ZRS moves trough the
lattice in a similar way as a hole in the single band effective Hamiltonian of the
strongly interacting Hubbard model. Since the low energy excitation is mainly
the ZRS band, it can also be found in the literature as effective LHB.
Doping the parent insulating cuprates is usually performed by a modification of
Figure 2.4: (a) Band picture of the hybridization of oxygen and copper orbitals. (b)
Charge transfer insulator due to the local d−d Coulomb repulsion. (c) The
formation of Zhang-Rice singlet band due to coherence superposition of the
four oxygen orbitals surrounding the copper atom. The arrows indicate the
transfer of spectral weight due to doping. (Adapted from [35,38])
the layers separating the CuO2 planes, either by a heterovalent substitution or by
changing the oxygen content. In both cases, the ions introduced into the struc-
ture create a modification of the Coulomb potential, which disrupts the lattice
periodicity and will be felt as a scattering potential by the carriers in the CuO2
layers. The doping can be done by either electrons or by holes. In the case of
YBCO, the substitution of Y3+ ions by Ca2+ ions or changing the oxygen con-
tent in the CuO chains correspond in both cases to a hole doping. As a result,
YBCO becomes a conductor and, under the right condition, superconducting. The
phenomenological phase diagram is described in the following subsection.
2.4 The cuprate phase diagram
As mentioned above, the parent compound of HTSC can be doped by changing
the carrier concentration of the CuO2 planes. Upon electron or hole doping, the
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cuprate HTSC have rich and complex phase diagrams [Fig. 2.5]. Despite the fact
that both phase diagrams (electron or hole doped) look qualitatively similar, their
electronic properties in the normal and superconducting states show significant
differences. To date, the hole doped family (right side of the phase diagram) has
been subjected to a much more extensive theoretical and experimental investiga-
tion. In the following, only hole doped cuprates is considered. At zero doping
(x = 0), the material is an antiferromagnetic (AF) Mott insulator at half-filling
as described in the previous subsection. Upon doping, the AF ordering is easily
Figure 2.5: Phase diagram of electron (left) and hole (right) doped cuprates (adapted
from [39]).
destroyed by only a small amount of hole doping x ≈ 0.05 giving rise to super-
conductivity (SC) at low temperatures. By further doping, the superconducting
transition temperature Tc rises and reaches its maximum value for an optimum
value xopt ≈ 0.16. Upon additional doping, Tc successively decreases and SC fi-
nally vanishes for x ≈ 0.27, above which a metallic behavior takes place. Here,
the x values indicated are essentially valid for the YBCO compound. For conve-
nience, the general phase diagram can be divided in three areas: the underdoped
(UD) region (x < xopt), the optimally doped (OPT) region (x ≈ xopt) and finally,
the overdoped (OD) region (x > xopt). These three regions, enclosed by Tc, is
commonly known as the SC dome.
The OD regime can be well explained by a Fermi liquid theory, which describes the
electronic excitations at the Fermi level in terms of a non-interacting gas of renor-
malized quasiparticles. On the other hand, the OPT regime cannot be described
by the classical Fermi liquid theory even though the thermodynamic properties are
similar to such description. In fact, this regime is characterized by linear temper-
ature dependence of the resistivity over a large temperature range. Phenomeno-
logically, this can be explained by the marginal Fermi liquid theory [40,41], where
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the scattering rate is a linear function of temperature and energy. However, the
normal state properties of the OPT region named also the “strange metal phase”,
is still inadequately understood. The UD regime is also a very intriguing part of
the phase diagram where the so-called pseudogap (PSG) presents many anomalous
aspects. The main characteristic of this phase is that the gapped state persists
up to a temperature T ∗, which is well above Tc. Moreover, the PSG seem to have
the same symmetry as the SC gap. This interesting state has been intensively
studied by various experimental techniques [42], which all conclude a common
feature, the reduction (or disappearance?) of T ∗ when moving into the OPT re-
gion [43,44]. Nevertheless, as well as the OPT regime, the PSG state is unsettled
and is still under debate. The PSG phenomena has attracted extensive interests
and a main question is if superconductivity arises through the pseudogap state.
The comprehension of the PSG state is thus, a very essential subject for HTSC.
At present time, two main interpretations are proposed. In the first one, the PSG
is considered as a precursor of SC where pre-formed Cooper pairs [45] exist locally
but without long-range phase coherence in the normal state. Therefore, the PSG
“coexists” with the SC state [46]. In the second case, a “hidden” or “competing”
order exists in the PSG state, that is suppressed inside the SC dome. Both sce-
narios are separately and partly supported by experimental results [47–49] and
consequently, the PSG state remains mysterious and under continuous debate.
2.5 YBa2Cu3O7−δ phase diagram
The compound studied in this thesis is YBCO and a brief description of its phase
diagram is made. Figure 2.6 shows the phase diagram of YBCO as function of both
hole doping p and oxygen content n. At an oxygen content 6.0 ≤ n ≤ 6.4, YBCO
Figure 2.6: Phase diagram of YBa2Cu3O7−δ as function of hole doping p and oxygen
content n. (Adapted from [30])
is an insulating material with antiferromagnetic long-range order [50]. When
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increasing the hole concentration by transferring holes between the CuO chain
and CuO2 plane, the antiferromagnetic order is destroyed around n ≈ 6.4 and the
compound become metallic and superconducting at low temperature. Considering
the SC region of YBCO delineated by Tc in Fig. 2.6 (blue shaded area), two
characteristic plateaus at T = 60 K and T = 90 K are visible. The T = 90 K
plateau is interpreted as an optimum doping with a small overdoped region while
the T = 60 K plateau remains controversial [51,52]. Two main explanations have
been developed. The first one suggests oxygen ordering in the CuO chain layers
and asserts that the hole concentration p in the CuO2 planes is unchanged in a
certain range of n [53]. The second one assumes that p is changing and instead
relates the plateau to the “1/8 anomaly”, which is a suppression of Tc at the hole
doping of p = 0.125 per Cu due to a charge density wave instability (e.g charged
stripe formation) [54, 55]. At n = 7, Tc starts to decrease and SC disappear for
n & 7.4.
2.6 Symmetry of the superconducting order
parameter
This section is devoted to the symmetry of Cooper pairs as well as the SC energy
gap (∆) of cuprates. The pairing mechanism of HTSC has for more than fifteen
Figure 2.7: Symmetry and phase of the order parameter for conventional s-wave (left)
and of unconventional d-wave (right) superconductors.
years received great attention since the classical s-wave pairing [13] for conven-
tional superconductors was found to be invalid. From theoretical point of view,
instead of the conventional s-wave superconductivity, a dx2−y2 wave symmetry is
predicted [56–60]. Later, in the 1990’s, intensive experimental investigations have
clearly demonstrated the anisotropic gap structure of HTSC [61, 62] and finally
confirmed the d-wave nature of the pairing symmetry [63–65]. Moreover, angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) conducted during the last decade,
has firmly established the ~k-dependance of the SC gap and confirmed the existence
of nodes (∆ = 0) along the diagonal directions kx = ± ky [66–70].
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2.7 Theories concerning cuprates
In the present section, a brief review of theories of high temperature superconduc-
tivity (HTSC) is given. A considerable number of theories have been proposed
since the discovery of HTSC, but here just four of them are cited. For a more
extensive view of different theoretical approaches, see e.g. [35, 39,71].
Phonon-mediated HTSC: As in conventional BCS superconductors, it has been
suggested that also in HTSC, lattice vibration mediated by phonons could play
an important role [72,73]. Even though the isotope effect on Tc has been observed
for some doping levels, it vanishes at optimum doping. As a result, the isotope
effect is still under debate.
RVB: Historically, the resonant valence band (RVB) theory was proposed for
quantum spin system with frustration [7]. A simple picture is to view it as an
underlaying spin-liquid state, which results in SC when lightly doped with holes.
Among several descriptions, the slave-boson method for the t-J model has been
widely used [74, 75]. In this theory, two essential excitations, spinon and holon,
appear in the mean-field level and couple through a gauge field. The pseudogap
state is regarded as a singlet pairing state of spinons and the superconductivity
is described as a Bose-Einstein condensation of holons. The RVB approach pro-
vides a good explanation of the existence of the PSG region as well as the d-wave
symmetry of the gap function.
Hidden/Competing order: In this theory, the PSG is characterized by an order
parameter that vanishes at a quantum critical point (QCP) inside the SC dome.
The nature of this order is a matter of debate, but one suggestion is that the
PSG state is associated with circular current order [76] and the quantum critical
fluctuation around the QCP give a reasonable explanation for the strange metal
phase. Other hidden orders such as d-density wave order [77] or nematic order
have also been proposed [78,79].
Antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations: Based on the spin fluctuation the-
ory [80], this approach can explain the strange metal phase present above the
OPT region. In a highly simplified picture one can assume that spin fluctuations
plays the same role as the phonon does for conventional superconductors.
To summarize, the understanding of HTSC is far from complete. Since more than
20 years after its discovery, many physical properties are still unclear. The mech-
anism of the Cooper pairs or the normal state properties such as the pseudogap
and the strange metal phase, are important issues for the understanding of HTSC.
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All proposed theories have their strong and weak sides and neither of them can
be excluded. Choosing a theory over the another is very delicate and thus, the
important role of experiments to distinguish between the different scenarios is ap-
parent. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the main technique used in this
thesis is angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). This technique has
greatly participated to the understanding of the electronic properties of HTSC
and a small overview of the main results obtained by ARPES, specifically from
YBCO, is presented later in Chapter 5.
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Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a powerful technique, which offers the possibility
to grow a large variety of materials. The first thin film made by laser ablation
or PLD was done by Smith and Turner in 1965 who used a ruby laser. However,
at that period, the technique did not achieve great impact mainly due to laser
inefficiency. It is only in the late 1980’s with the discovery of HTCS that the PLD
was reconsidered. In 1987, the first YBCO films were realized [81] shortly after the
discovery of superconductivity in this material. Until now, the PLD technique is
still one of the most reliable techniques to synthesize high-quality films of complex
oxides in general and HTSC in particular.
In the following subsections, the principle of laser ablation is explained along with
a description of the experimental set-up and a review of film characterization tech-
niques. Finally, the substrate preparation and YBCO films deposition procedures
established in this project are described in detail.
3.1 Principle of laser ablation
The basic idea of laser ablation [Fig. 3.1(a)] is to focus high-power laser pulses
(excimer or Nd:YAG lasers) onto a solid target to evaporate a small amount of
material. The impact between the laser spot and the target creates a plasma of
atoms named ”plume”. After many laser pulses, the ablated species condense
on the substrate forming a film with the same stoichiometry as the target. The
deposition process can be described by four general steps [82–84]:
1. Laser-target interaction
2. Plasma formation (plume)
3. Plume expansion
4. Plasma-substrate interaction
Even if the principle described above seems rudimentary, in practice the process
is more complicated and strongly depends on the experimental conditions such as
the target quality, gas-pressure, laser wavelength, pulse duration, laser fluence or
substrate temperature. In the following sections, the four general steps of pulsed
laser deposition process are discussed in detail.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Principle of laser ablation. (b) Schematic diagram of a pulsed laser
flux in the PLD process. f and tdep are the pulse frequency and duration,
respectively. (c) Spatial repartition of the LASER beam (red solid curve).
To only select the maximum LASER intensity, a diaphragm (black solid
line) is placed before the lens to keep only the maximum intensity.
3.1.1 Laser-target interaction
Typically, the intensity of a laser used for deposition is approximately 108-109 W/cm2.
Therefore, a pulse duration tdep is on the order of a few nanoseconds, which deter-
mine the available time for thermal processes to occur [85]. Figure 3.1(b) shows an
illustration of a typical pulsed flux characterized by sharp steps during the pulse
duration tdep of a cycle. In this process, the pulse is absorbed, distributed through
the material by electron-phonon coupling, which heats up the material and finally
vaporizes it. To obtain a homogenous vaporization of the material, the laser beam
is cut by a diaphragm to keep only the maximum intensity [Fig. 3.1(c)]. The laser
pulse absorption is described by the Beer-Lambert law:
I(z) = I0(1−R)e−α(λ)z (3.1)
where I(z) is the intensity of pulses in the target at a depth z, I0 the intensity of the
incoming laser beam, R the material reflection coefficient, λ the laser wavelength
and α(λ) the material absorption coefficient. This last coefficient is related to




with n2 being the extinction coefficient of the material. Then, the energy absorbed
will be distributed into the material by thermal conduction. The thermal diffusion
length Lth measures how deep into the material the depositing energy penetrates
during the length of a pulse τ . This is described by:
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Lth = (2χτ)
1/2 (3.3)
where χ is the thermal diffusivity, which depends on the thermal conductivity Kth,
the material density ρ and the specific heat capacity Cvap according to:
χ = KthCvapρ. (3.4)





where ∆Hvap is the enthalpy of vaporization and ∆T the increasing temperature
of the material. The important parameter is how sensitive the target is to the
wavelength but also to the length of a pulse. Since the pulse repetition rate is
very low, ∼10 pulses/s, the material may be assumed to be completely cooled
between pulses. A typical excimer or Nd:YAG pulse delivers 0.2 J into a 0.1 cm2
area, corresponding to a ”fluence” of 2 J·cm−2. Thus, thermal diffusion and optical
penetration depth are the two principal criteria, which influence the laser-target
interaction. For example, copper-oxide compounds like cuprate superconductors,
which are compounds with rather poor thermal conductivity, are relatively easy
to ablate. Here, only the target area covered by the laser spot will be heated,
leading to a very local evaporation and ejection of material.
3.1.2 Plasma formation (Plume)
When the laser hits the target, the impact point gets rapidly heated. Atoms and
electrons are then ejected from the surface and a thin layer of confined material
is created (Knudsen layer). The thickness of this layer is correlated to the optical
penetration depth and exist only at the time of a pulse. The Knudsen layer is
characterized by three types of particles:
• Particles which are directly connected to the surface
• Particles created by collisions and are backscattered to the target
• Backscattered particles that condenses onto the surface of the target
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In general, the Knudsen layer evaporates faster than a pulse length. Indeed,
the high temperature at the surface induces almost instantaneously vaporization
of the target constituents, followed by the ionization process that produces the
plasma.
3.1.3 Plume expansion
Just after its formation, the plasma expands perpendicularly to the target having
the shape of a ”plume” (hence the name given to the plasma). During the first
∼300 ns the plasma expands unidirectionality (1D), which after it evolves in all
directions (3D) creating the final plume [Fig. 3.2].
Figure 3.2: Schematics of the plume evolution. The first step is the formation of the
Knudsen layer leading to the expansion of the plasma, first in 1D and then
finally 3D.
It is possible to distinguish between two kinds of expansion:
• Expansion under vacuum: the pressure is on the order of 10−5 to 10−3
mbar and the plume expands without loosing energy. The particles do not
have many collisions and their velocity is about 15 to 90 km·s−1 with an
energy between 100 and 400 eV. Their mean free path is estimated to 1 mm
and the traveling time of the particles between the target and the substrate
is on the order of µs. This case is also called free expansion.
• Expansion under controlled gas: in general, for many materials, the
deposition is made under gas pressure. Considering a pressure of 0.1 mbar,
the number of collisions between the particles and the ambient gas corre-
sponds to a mean free path of 0.6 mm. At the beginning, the expansion is
as in vacuum for a few nanoseconds (free expansion explained above), then
like a blast wave and finally the plasma confines itself. The velocity of the
particles is then on the order of a few km·s−1 corresponding to an energy of
approximately 10-100 eV.
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Since the plume is the core of the deposition process, many in situ techniques have
been developed to study its properties and its influence on the film growth.
3.1.4 Plasma-substrate interaction
The main difference between PLD and other techniques, e.g. molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD), is the high deposition rate
of 1022 atoms·cm−2·sec−1 and the high energy of the particles (1 to 100 eV instead
of 0.1 eV). The common point between all deposition techniques is how the films
crystallize itself, which can be divided into three main modes [Fig. 3.3]:
Figure 3.3: Schematics of the different growth modes.
• VOLMER WEBER: the atoms condense themselves in 3D islands. Such
heteroepitaxial growth is in general not desirable and the surface of the
resulting film is generally very rough [86].
• FRANK VAN DER MERWE: the atoms attach preferentially to the
substrate resulting in atomically smooth and fully formed layers. This layer-
by-layer growth is 2D and gives high-quality sample surfaces.
• STRANSKI KRASTANOV: It can be seen as a combination of the two
modes already mentioned. Above a critical thickness, the film does not grow
layer by layer (2D) but as islands (3D). This is in fact the common growth
mode for many materials [87].
To produce a high-quality film is a complex process, which depends on many
parameters such as the deposition rate, the substrate (temperature and physical
properties), the ambient pressure, the target-substrate distance and of course the
plume itself. By tuning these parameters, it is possible to favor a specific growth
mode. It is also important to mention that one set of parameters can result in nice
films for one PLD setup and be completely different in the other. Moreover each
materials have their own particularity and a continuous optimization is needed.
Growing thin films is far from trivial and requires a lot of patience combined with
a systematic and parallel characterization of the output.
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3.2 Experimental set-up
The PLD used in this thesis is located at the Surface/Interface spectroscopy (SIS)
beamline of the Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). A photo-
graph of the PLD machine (named ELLA) used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.4
and for more details on the instrument itself see [88]. From the beginning of this
project until the first and reproducible films were obtained, almost one and a half
year of optimization procedures was needed.
3.2.1 UHV Chambers
ELLA consists of three ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chambers: a load-lock where the
substrate can be introduce, a distribution chamber and the main chamber where
the deposition takes place. Mounted on an air-cushion platform, the machine can
be moved and so, connected via the distribution chamber to other instruments
such as the angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) end-station. The
typical vacuum pressure in each chamber is on the order of 10−8-10−9 mbar. For
YBCO deposition, oxygen gas is introduced in the main chamber via a leak-valve
from PFEIFFER Vacuum Technology. Further, to control the surface quality of
the film a reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) set-up from STAIB
Instrument is installed. Recently, the single target holder has been replaced by
a double one offering the possibility to grow multilayer compounds. To avoid
creating holes in the target, when growing a film, the target is rotated and trans-
lated vertically up and down via external motors. The target holder also offers
the possibility to have two kind of targets: a cylinder target (rod) or a classical
”disc” target (palette). The utilization of a rod target is more delicate since the
illuminated area is smaller and defects on the surface are difficult to observe. As
a result, the direction of the plume is not always directed towards the substrate,
giving inhomogeneous films. Moreover, since a rod target is not the conventional
shape for PLD, it requires custom order i.e. longer manufacturing time and a
higher price. For these reasons, we decided to switch to a standard disc target
bought from Surface Net.
3.2.2 The Laser
The laser is a quadruple frequency (4ω) QUANTEL-Brillant Neodymium: Yttrium-
Aluminium-Garnet (Nd: YAG). The amplification stage is composed by of Garnet
Yttrium -Aluminium (Y3Al14O12) rod doped with neodymium ions Nd
+3. The op-
tical pumping is made with a diode calibrated on the Nd+3 absorption peak. The
main emission is between the two electronic levels 4F3/2 and
4L11/2, which appears
for a wavelength of 1064.14 nm. Combining with a higher-harmonic generation
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Figure 3.4: Picture of the PLD ELLA at the SIS beamline, SLS.
(HHG) stage, it is possible to obtain doubled (532 nm) and quadrupled (266 nm)
frequencies. Therefore, the laser can be use at three different frequencies: 1064 nm
(infrared), 532 nm (visible) and 266 nm (ultraviolet). The pulse length is approx-
imately 4 to 6 ns and the energy of a pulse is between 98 mJ to 850 mJ depending
of the wavelength. For all depositions, we used λ = 266 nm with an energy of
80-100 mJ set with an attenuator placed just after the laser. For more details on
the laser, see [89]. The laser is focused onto the target by an UV converging lens
type with ”V-coating” and a focal length f = 600 mm from Laser Component.
Further, to keep only the uniform part of the laser beam a diaphragm is used and
its energy is measured with a power meter. All these elements are on an optical
bench between the deposition chamber and the laser.
3.2.3 Sample holder and heater
One particularity of this PLD setup is the sample holder. An essential point was
that each sample made by this system could be transferred/measured in situ to
the ARPES end-station. Consequently, the holder needed to be compatible for
both ARPES and PLD techniques. A picture of the holder is shown in Fig. 3.5(a),
where the holder ”head” is made of two titanium pieces, the ”foot” in stainless
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steel and all the parts are separated by a ceramic piece [Fig. 3.5(b)]. The substrate
is mounted on a silicon wafer and both are clamped to the holder using two tita-
nium clips. The substrate is heated by injecting a current trough the silicon and
the temperature is measured by an external pyrometer from MAURER. Typically,
to achieve a temperature of T = 800◦C on the substrate, the maximum current is
Imax ≈ 3 A. However, the drawback of this system is the non-uniform temperature
due to physical defects in the silicon wafer and an non-reproductive clipping pro-
cedure causing a heterogenous distribution of the heating current. This induces a
Figure 3.5: (a) Photo of the PLD sample holder with a silicon wafer. (b)
Schematic picture of the sample holder. (c-d) Gradient temperature with
a (10×10)mm2 and (5×10)mm2 substrate. The blue and red colors rep-
resent the temperature of the substrate. The (10×10)mm2 substrate does
not have a uniform temperature while the (5×10)mm2 has a homogenous
center.
temperature gradient on the substrate [Fig. 3.5(c)] resulting in an inhomogeneous
film. In fact, the temperature of the substrate when growing a film is very impor-
tant since it directly influences the growth mode (see above). In the present case,
the difference in temperature between one part and the other could be as much as
100◦C, causing a number of problems, e.g. a mix of a and c-axis oriented YBCO
films. By a careful investigation using a pyrometer, it was concluded that the
temperature gradient was not reproducible i.e. that the cold part was not always
on the same side of the substrate. To compensate for this effect, the size of both
silicon and substrate were reduced [Fig. 3.5(d)]. A uniform temperature was then
more easily obtained at the center and the film quality was immediately improved.
Even trough this solution gave good and reproducible results, the temperature on
the substrate borders is still lower than in the center (50-100◦C difference). So,
when characterizing the films, as well as for the ARPES measurements, only the




To characterized the films, several in situ and ex situ techniques were used. In
this section, a description of these techniques is made.
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
Electron diffraction techniques are often use to analyze film quality during, as
well as after the deposition, and provide important information about the surface.
Depending on the kinetic energy, two methods can be distinguished. The first
one is at low kinetic energy (20 eV< Ekin <200 eV) where the electron beam is
directed perpendicular to the surface. This is called low-energy electron diffrac-
tion (LEED). The second one is at higher kinetic energy (Ekin =5-40 keV) and
named reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Due to the energy
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the operation principle of RHEED for a sample with a
cubic lattice. (a) Top view of the reciprocal space and (b) the side view
with the so-called reciprocal rods. (c-f) RHEED diffraction patterns. (c)
Perfectly smooth surface under the ideal conditions of diffraction. (d)
Surface smoothes under experimental conditions. (e) Rough surface. (f)
textured surface.
of the electrons, the mean free path for RHEED is higher than for LEED and,
hence, it is necessary to have a grazing incidence beam. Since both high and low
energy electrons penetrate only a few atomic layers beneath the surface, these two
techniques give information mainly regarding the periodicity of the 2D surface
lattices with some influence of the underlying layers.
A RHEED system is a priori very simple: it requires an electron source (gun), a
sample with a clean surface and a photoluminescent screen. The electrons gen-
erated by the gun strike the sample at grazing-incident and are diffracted by the
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atoms at the surface. The diffracted electrons interfere constructively/destructively
at specific angles and form regular patterns on the screen. Figure 3.6(a-b) is a
schematic illustration of the operation-principle of RHEED for a sample with cubic
lattice. Figure 3.6(a) represents a top view of the reciprocal space of a quadratic
array of atoms illuminated by electrons with a momentum ~k0. The electrons ar-
rive at the surface with grazing-incident angle and are scattered from the top
layer atoms of the sample. Considering no energy transfer from the electrons to
the sample, the scattered wave vector ~kij lies on the surface of a sphere of constant
energy called Ewald sphere. Figure 3.6(b) is the side view of the reciprocal space.
The 2D arrays of the surface atoms turns into vertical lines named reciprocal rods.
The intersection of these rods with the Ewald sphere fulfills the condition for con-
structive interferences and therefore, determine the directions of the electrons in
real space. However, due to the high energy of the electrons, the Ewald sphere is
very large compared to the reciprocal lattice spacing, e.g oxide crystals. As a re-
sult, only a few reciprocal lattice rods are intersected at the small grazing incident
angle. Thus, intersection of the Ewald sphere with the reciprocal lattice rods of a
perfect crystalline surface produces sharp diffraction spots lying on Laue circles.
Deviations from such perfect surface, like additional roughness and crystal defects,
cause broadening of spots or a change in the position and/or intensity of the spots
and streaks. A sketch of RHEED diffraction patterns for different surfaces are
shown in Figure 3.6(c-f). For a 2D flat surface the expected pattern is streaky
lines and for a rough surface or 3D islands, disorganize spots. It is common to
have a combination of both patterns specially for thick films where after a certain
thickness the growth mode is mainly 3D (Stranski Krastanov mode).
The combination of a RHEED with a PLD is very common since it is a powerful
tool for in situ analysis of thin film deposition. Its intensity and pattern give
information about roughness and its oscillations on the growth process. This two
characteristics made the RHEED essential for monitoring surface crystallography
during epitaxial film growth. Figure 3.7 illustrates the fluctuating RHEED in-
tensity during a growth process. Each peak represents the formation of a new
monolayer that corresponds to an integer coverage number (Θ = 1,2,3..etc.). Dur-
ing the growth of one monolayer (Θ 6= 1), electrons are scattered off the specular
direction producing a drop in the intensity (solid green line in Fig. 3.7). The max-
imum intensity is reached again when a complete layer is formed. This usually
corresponds to a full period of these oscillations. Further, the overall intensity
is decreasing as more layers are grown. This is because the electron beam is fo-
cused on the original surface and as more layers are grown, more surface defects
are created, which causes a decreased of the oscillation intensity. Note that the
figure is only a schematic illustration similar to those used by film growth experts.
However, RHEED and its oscillation of intensity are very complex phenomena.
Although, this tool is used for in situ monitoring, many details of its nature
remains unknown. Several properties and behaviors of the oscillations are not
yet understood. For example, some of these problems are the different phases of
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the RHEED oscillations during deposition process. The
substrate is grey, the deposit material red and the electron beam green
the specular and nonspecular RHEED beams [90], and the varied behavior of the
oscillations in the case of various materials [91].
In the present PLD set-up a RHEED from STAIB instrument is mounted, however
the monitoring mode can only be used for low-pressure deposition (≤ 10−5 mbar).
Since SrTiO3 (STO) thin-films can be grown at low-pressure, the growth of such
films could be observed and the evolution of the surface monitored during growth.
For YBCO films, the RHEED was only used after deposition to verify the surface
quality since the growth takes place at higher oxygen pressure. A more detailed
description of the deposition of YBCO and STO is explained later in section
”Substrate and Film Deposition”. In order to use the RHEED in monitoring
mode at higher pressures (10−1 mbar), an additional pumping stage is required
and this will be implemented in a near future.
X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an ex situ characterization tool, which gives informa-
tion regarding the bulk crystallinity of the films. In this project, a Seifert 3003
PTS set-up with a Bragg-Brentano geometry was used [Fig. 3.8]. The beam is
generated by a Cu − K X-rays with λ =1.54 nm corresponding to an energy
hν = 8.026 keV. The incident beam penetrates the lattice and scatters from each
of the atoms. The incident and scattered angle θ are the same and result in
constructive interferences with respect to the Bragg condition:
nλ = 2d sin θ (3.6)
where λ is the wavelength of the beam, d the spacing between the atomic planes
and n is the path-length difference between beams reflected from successive planes
in the z direction. The geometry of a Bragg-Brentano set-up is shown in Fig. 3.8(b).
The film surface is oriented in the x-z plane and θ is measured with respect to that
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plane. Then, θ is scanned by rotating the sample around the y axis (ω). Simulta-
neously, the x-ray detector is rotated through 2ω to keep it at the specular angle
with respect to the film. At values of 2ω for which the atomic periodicity d per-
pendicular to the film surface satisfies the Bragg condition, a peak appears. The
Figure 3.8: (a) Principle of bulk diffraction from a stack of atomic layers an. (b)
Geometry of a Bragg-Brentano diffractometer.
d value identifies the atomic plane and the peak intensity is a qualitative measure
of the crystallinity of the atomic plane parallel to the surface. The crystal grains
can also be deduced from the width of the peak at half of its maximum intensity.
To determine the degree of atomic ordering, the detector angle 2ω can be fixed
at the Bragg angle. Then, the diffracted intensity is measured as the sample is
”rocked” around ω. If the film have a close to perfect crystallinity, such so-called
”rocking curve” is very sharp.
Resistivity measurement
The YBCO films grown in this PhD thesis project was also ex situ characterized
by measuring the temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity, R(T ). Here a
conventional four-point probe method, also known as the Van der Pauw technique,
was used. This is a very simple apparatus for measuring the resistivity of thin-films
but gives a first estimate of the superconducting properties. First, four gold con-
tacts are made on the film surface and by passing a current, I, through two outer
contacts and measuring the voltage, V , through the inner probes [Fig. 3.9(a)], the
resistivity R of the film is deduced using Ohm’s law (R = V/I). In PSI, a physical
property measurement system (PPMS) from Quantum Design has been used to
measure the resistivity of the grown YBCO films. All the resistivity measurement
were performed in-plane (I parallel to the ab plane) as function of temperature
(T = 10−300 K). Via this method, the critical temperature Tc of the material is
determined and the shape of the R(T ) curve gives further information concerning
the doping level of the film. A schematic overview for in-plane resistivity in super-
conducting films is shown in Fig. 3.9(b). For the undoped (insulating) region, the
in-plane resistivity first falls with decreasing temperature, attaining its minimum
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Figure 3.9: (a) Principle of a four-point resistivity measurement. Gold contacts are
made on the film and the current is supplied via contacts 1 and 4 and
the voltage is monitored via 2 and 3. The white arrow depict the direc-
tion of the current I. (b) Schematic overview of the in-plane resistivity of
superconducting films for different doping levels.
value and then, sharply increases at low temperatures. For underdoped films, the
resistivity passes through a minimum value, attains a maximum and then fall,
vanishing below Tc. The sharp fall due to a transition into the superconducting
state literally interrupts the rise corresponding to the insulating charge-ordered
state. For both optimal and overdoped region, the resistivity is almost linear
above Tc, which is connected to a metallic behavior.
Atomic Force Microscopy
To characterize the surface topography of a sample, Atomic force Microscopy
(AFM) is one of the most common methods since it provides a 3D profile of the
surface on a nanoscale. AFM is based on atomic forces such as Van der Waals,
capillary, chemical, electrostatic, magnetic, and other atomic forces. An AFM
consists of a cantilever with a small tip that interacts with the surface of the film.
When the tip is close to the sample surface, forces between the tip and the surface
lead to a deflection of the cantilever. The deflection is then measured by the
reflection of a laser spot from the cantilever surface to a photodiode [Fig. 3.10(a)].
The sample is mounted on a piezoelectric tube, that can move the sample in the z
direction for maintaining a constant force, and the x and y directions for scanning
the sample laterally. Typically, the cantilever is made from silicon (Si) or silicon
nitride (Si3N4) and the tip radius of curvature is on the order of nanometers. The
vertical resolution is on the A˚ngstro¨m scale and tens of nanometers laterally. An
electron micrograph of the AFM cantilever with the tip is shown in Fig. 3.10(b).
To provide a topographic image of the surface, AFM can be used in two different
modes. The first one is the so-called contact mode where the cantilever tip is
dragged across the surface of the film. The surface is hereby measured directly
using the deflection of the cantilever. The disadvantage with this mode is that
the tip can easily break, especially on rough surfaces where the atomic forces are
strong and may cause the tip to crash into the surface. Further, this method
is very slow and in the case where loosely bound adsorbates are present at the
surface, it is always a risk that they are ”dragged along” by the tip. However,
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Figure 3.10: (a) Illustration of the AFM principle. (b)Electron micrograph of the
AFM cantilever and tip.
once applied to the correct sample the possibility to obtain high-quality images
cannot be neglected. The second mode is the so-called tapping mode, where the
cantilever is driven to oscillate up and down with an amplitude of 20-100 nm near
its resonance frequency by a small piezoelectric element mounted in the AFM tip
holder. The main advantages for this mode is that it is much faster and the risk
of damaging the tip or surface is very low. The tapping mode is the one used in
these measurements.
3.3 Substrate and Film Deposition
The substrate plays a crucial role on the film quality/properties. Even if YBCO
can be grown on many different substrates, good epitaxial, c-axis oriented films are
more easily obtained using a strontium titanate SrTiO3 (STO) substrate [92, 93].
In this study, all films are grown on STO (100) due to a very good compatibility
Figure 3.11: (a) SrTiO3 structure. RHEED pictures of SrTiO3 (b) as received and
(c) after 4 hours annealing at T = 800◦C.
in lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients. Moreover, the chemical
stability of STO and its high-melting point (2080◦C) makes it suitable to be used at
relatively high deposition temperatures, which is a common condition for growing
high-quality crystalline superconducting films.
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STO has a perovskite structure (ABO3) consisting of alternating SrO (AO) and
TiO2 (BO2) planes [Fig. 3.11(a)]. The surface can have two possible terminations:
SrO or TiO2. In general, as-received substrates have a mix of both termina-
tions with non-regular step, which affects the film-growth and surface quality.
Indeed, the termination of the grown film depends on the sequence of the under-
lying atomic layers, which can be controlled by the substrate termination. For
instance, based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies [94], the growth of
YBCO on TiO2 terminated STO results in a CuO chain termination of the film.
One disadvantage of using STO is that the resulting YBCO film is twinned, i.e.
the presence of domains where the CuO chains are oriented in two different di-
rections due to the existing mismatch. To avoid twinning, one can grow the films
on NdGaO3 (NGO) substrate, which has lattice parameters (a/b) that are very
close YBCO. However, the growth control is much more difficult and as a result
the film is often a axis oriented [16, 92,93,95].
Various techniques, like ion beam cleaning, bismuth absorption/desorption or
annealing are used to improve the surface quality of the STO substrate. Fig-
ure 3.11(b) shows the RHEED pattern of an as-received STO substrate. Extra
spots are clearly visible between the main lines, indicating a c(6×2) surface recon-
struction. After 4 hours of annealing under vacuum at T = 800◦C, the spots disap-
pear [Fig. 3.11(c)] and only streaky lines are visible indicating a two-dimensional
(2D), atomically flat, crystalline surface. Even though the annealing helps the
surface recrystallization [96, 97], this process does not guarantee a surface with
single termination and regular step structure. In order to achieve a nearly per-
fect single termination, an additional chemical treatment of the STO substrate is
needed.
Figure 3.12: Representation of SrTiO3 surface (a) as-received and (b) after chemical
etching and annealing. The surface treatment gives a flat surface with a
single TiO2 termination and well-defined atomic steps.
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3.3.1 Substrate preparation
Based on the different solubility of the Sr2+ and Ti4+ ions in acids, a selective
etching was first established by Kawasaki et al. [98]. Such procedure consists
of treating the STO substrate with NH4 buffered hydrofluoric solution (BHF) of
different pH value. Such treatment is thought to preferentially etch away the more
basic oxide, which in this case is SrO and lead to a uniform TiO2 surface. However,
the reproducibility strongly depends on the polishing and annealing procedures
prior to the BHF treatment. This often leads to uncontrolled etching, resulting
in pits [97], which obstruct thin film growth. To obtain reproducible and nearly
perfect TiO2 surfaces, Koster et al. [99] proposed an intermediate step. The idea
is to soak the substrate in demineralized water before the BHF etching. In this
step a Sr-hydroxide complex Sr(OH)x is formed, which would be mostly dissolved
by the acid at the step edges, thus leading to a single terminated TiO2 surface. A
complementary post-annealing would finally give a vicinal (stepped) TiO2 surface.
Figure 3.12(a-b) is a schematic view of the STO surface before and after chemical
etching and annealing.
It is important to mention that the procedure itself is extremely hazardous and
has to be performed in a laboratory made to handle BHF solution. In this per-
spective, other etchant like Hydrochloric acid (HCl) have been considered [100]
giving adequately good results. Based on Koster et al., we have established our
own etching procedure, which can be described by three steps:
1. Cleaning: To remove the dust particles, the substrate is cleaned with ace-
tone and then ethanol for 10 minutes in ultrasonic bath. Thenceforth, the
substrate is soaked in demineralized water for 30 mins. The SrO is given
the time to react with H2O and form the Sr(OH)x complex, which can be
dissolved in acidic solution.
2. Etching: The substrate is etched in BHF for 30 seconds followed by soaking
in demineralized water for a few seconds to remove any leftovers. Since the
etching is chemically selective, it removes preferentially SrO, ensuring that
the surface is purely TiO2 terminated. The substrate is then dried with
nitrogen gas to avoid further reactions.
3. Annealing: Finally, to recrystallize the surface, an annealing in oxygen
atmosphere PO2 = 1000 mbar is performed at T = 1050
◦C for 3 hours. The
annealing results in a nearly perfect regular step structure (terrace surface),
which is mainly TiO2 terminated.
After annealing, the surface has been studied by AFM. Figure 3.13(a-b) shows
the STO surface where a single TiO2 terminated surface and terrace ledges are
observable. It is also clear that the crystal miscut is not only in one direction
and that no Sr islands are formed on this surface. Also shown in Fig. 3.13(c), a
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Figure 3.13: (a-b) AFM picture of SrTiO3 after chemical etching and annealing. Clear
terraces are visible. (c) Profile along the blue line indicated in (a).
scan profile corresponding to the blue line in Fig. 3.13(a). Single unit cell steps of
0.4 nm height are observed, indicating a nearly perfect atomically flat surface.
3.3.2 Film deposition
STO: Before growing YBCO films with the PLD, a simple deposition of STO on
TiO2 terminated STO substrate was performed. This initial test was made for
controlling the monitoring mode of the RHEED. Since STO can be deposited at
low pressure, we wanted to control and follow the STO layer-by-layer growth for
other investigations. The substrate was first annealed in UHV at T = 800◦C for 30
minutes. Figure 3.14(a) shows the RHEED pattern of the TiO2 terminated STO
substrate after annealing. The streaky lines indicate a flat and 2D surface in line
with the AFM measurement [Fig. 3.13]. The distance between the STO target
and the substrate was dS−T = 40 mm and the laser power and repetition rate are
set to PLaser = 80 mW and νLaser = 2 Hz, respectively. The ablation was per-
formed under an oxygen pressure P = 10−5 mbar and the substrate temperature
T = 800◦C. Figure 3.14(b-c) shows the RHEED oscillations and image recording
during the deposition of 10 unit cells (u.c.) of STO. The oscillations indicate a
clear 2D layer-by-layer growth mode and the final RHEED image shows a nicely
flat surface.
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Figure 3.14: (a) RHEED pattern of TiO2 terminated STO (100) substrate. (b)
RHEED oscillations during deposition of STO layers. (c) RHEED pat-
tern of STO film after deposition of 10 unit cells.
YBCO: To obtain good and reproducible YBCO films by using PLD, the correct
ablation conditions (oxygen pressure, substrate-target distance, laser power, etc...)
needed to be established. To obtain reasonable YBCO films, we first had to change
the target since the initial one had a very low oxygen content. Further, we switched
geometry from ROD shape to disc-shaped target. Consequently, the grown films
where mostly insulating even after oxygen annealing and inhomogenous due to the
small area of ablation and non discernable defects. A new disc-shaped target with
oxygen content close to seven (i.e. YBa2Cu3O7) was bought from SURFACE NET.
Figure 3.15: Geometry of the PLD tar-
gets. On the left, rod target
of YBCO and on the right,
disc-shaped target of STO.
The two targets geometries are shown
in Fig. 3.15. The first parameter to
be optimized was the oxygen pres-
sure. The laser power was set to
PLaser = 90 mW and by moving the
lens on the optical bench, a laser flu-
ence F = 2-3 J.cm2 (measure of the
beam spot on the target) was obtained.
Then, by progressively changing the
oxygen pressure from 10−5 mbar to
10−1 mbar, the evolution of the plume
shape was investigated. At low pres-
sure, the plasma was narrow and did
not really have the correct form of a
plume. By increasing the oxygen pres-
sure, the plasma expanded and ob-
tained a correct shape for a pressure
PO2 = 0.53 mbar. Even if the oxygen
pressure was set correctly after this optimization, the repetition rate of the laser
(νLaser = 10 Hz) was too high. Consequently, the atoms did not get enough time
to re-organize themselves on the substrate between pulses, inducing a 3D growth
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mode. Further, the target-substrate distance was investigated and as mentioned
above the heater was a major problem since the temperature of the substrate was
not uniform. When correcting all these parameters, an adequate procedure for
growing high-quality YBCO films was obtained according to the following.
Before starting the deposition, the substrate is annealed in UHV at T = 800◦C
for two hours. The substrate-target distance dS−T = 30 mm and the laser power
and repetition rate are set to PLaser = 90 mW and νLaser = 2 Hz, respectively. The
ablation is performed under an oxygen pressure PO2 = 0.53 mbar for 30 minutes
at T = 800◦C, which corresponds to a film thickness of 100 nm [later confirmed
by ex situ profilometry and Rutherford backscattering (RBS), techniques]. Then,
the sample is cooled in two steps. First, the temperature is rapidly decreased
to T = 650◦C , followed by ten minutes waiting. After that, the temperature is
successively reduced to T = 580◦C and then slowly to T = 450◦C while simulta-
neously introducing oxygen little by little in the chamber until PO2 = 200 mbar
at T = 450◦C. The film is then annealed under these conditions for two hours and
finally cooled down to room temperature. The deposition ”recipe” is summarized
in Table 3.1.
Phases PO2 [mbar] Tsubstrat [
◦C] dS−T [mm] PLASER [mW] νLaser [Hz] Time [mins]
Ablation 0.53 800 30 90 2 30
Cooling 0.53 650,450 30 Ø Ø 5,30
Annealing 200 450 120 Ø Ø 180
Table 3.1: Deposition parameters of YBCO films.
Immediately after deposition, an initial verification of the film-quality was per-
formed by RHEED. Figure 3.16(a-c) shows in all sample directions a streaky
RHEED pattern, suggesting an atomically flat crystalline surface. Moreover,
we can clearly distinguish additional peaks around e.g. (0 1/2) and (0 -1/2)
[Fig. 3.16(d-f)] suggesting a unit cell doubling. Later, we also acquired a LEED
pattern [Fig. 3.16(g)], which displays a clear (2×1) reconstruction as indicated by
the extra weaker spots. Moreover, it is clear that the film is twinned since the
(2×1) spots appear in both directions. As mentioned in chapter 2, superstructures
in YBCO are not unusual [101] since the oxygen vacancies within the chains tends
to order themselves [24, 25]. The influence of the YBCO superstructure found in
the film will be developed in chapter 5.
The crystallographic and electrical properties of the film were further investigated
by ex situ measurements. Figure 3.17(a) shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pat-
tern, which displays strong Bragg peaks from both the substrate and the super-
conducting orthorhombic YBCO phase. The films show strong (00l) orientation
with l = 1-7. The rocking curve of the (005) reflection displays a full width half
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Figure 3.16: (color online) (a-c) Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
pattern for different azimuthal orientations of the sample. (d-f) Cut
along the solid (yellow) lines in (a-c). All directions show a 2D growth
and clear surface reconstruction peaks are visible, e.g. at (0 -1/2) and
(0 1/2)(magenta arrows). (d) Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
pattern showing the extra spots from the (2×1) reconstruction (magenta
arrows) in both directions, i.e. twinning.
maximum FWHM ≈ 0.08◦, indicating a good crystallinity. Figure 3.17(b) dis-
plays the temperature dependence of the normalized resistance, R(T ), measured
by conventional four-point probe method. Note that the transition of the film has
Tc ≈ 88.9 K and from the derivative dR(T )/dT , ∆Tc ≈ 0.8 K is deduced. As
expected for hole-doped cuprates, and quantum critical systems in general [49],
a linear temperature dependence of the resistivity is found. By a linear fit up to
room-temperature (gold dashed line), a residual resistance very close to 0 Ω is ob-
tained, confirming that the film has a low impurity level. In addition, linearity of
the R(T ) curve in a wide temperature range is a signature of a close to optimally
doped sample. The relation between Tc and the number of holes per copper atom
in the CuO2 planes (pbulk) is given by the empirical law [102,103]:
Tc(pbulk) = T
max
c [1 − 82.6 (pbulk − popt)2] (3.7)
where Tmaxc = 92.5 K and popt is fixed to 0.16. Using Eq. 3.7, we deduce the hole
doping of the film to be pbulk= 0.18 ± 0.004 corresponding to YBa2Cu3O6.92, e.g
according to the phase diagram in chapter 1 [Fig. 2.6], meaning close to optimal
doping (as expected from the target composition). It is important to clarify that
the Tc obtained by an R(T ) measurements represent the bulk properties.
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Figure 3.17: (color online) Film characterization data showing (a) X-ray diffraction
(XRD) θ-2θ pattern of the film. Inset shows a rocking curve of the
YBCO(005) reflection of film. The small value of the calculated FWHM
shows good c-axis orientation. (b) Resistance measurements as a func-
tion of temperature. Dashed (yellow) line is a linear fit to T ≥ 150 K
giving a residual resistance close to zero. Inset shows Tc ≈ 88.9 K and
∆Tc ≈ 0.8 K.
To summarize, we have managed to grow high-quality and repro-
ducible STO and YBCO films with the PLD set-up ELLA. We
have established and optimized current procedures for both sub-
strates preparation and film deposition. The heating system has
been improved in order to achieve a homogenous temperature
of the substrate and the special rod-shaped target was replaced
by a conventional disc-type target. From an extensive in situ
and ex situ characterization we find that all YBCO films display
a good crystallinity with a flat and well c-axis oriented surface.
Further, the films show a close to optimal doping level in the





Photoelectron or photoemission spectroscopy (PES) is a technique based on the
photoelectric effect. In 1887, Hertz discovered that electrodes illuminated with
ultraviolet (UV) light create electric sparks [104]. This observation caught the
attention of Thomson [105] and Lenard [106–108] who identified this effect as the
emission of electrons. Later, in 1905, based on Max Plank’s theory of black body
radiation [109], Einstein explained the photoelectric effect [110] by introducing
the corpuscular nature of light, i.e photons. When shining light to a sample, the
photon energy is absorbed and as result, electrons are ejected from the material.
Einstein expressed these phenomena in terms of a simple relationship:
Ekin = hν − ω − Φsample (4.1)
where hν is the photon energy, Ekin is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron,
ω is the energy of the electron in its initial state (binding energy) and Φ, the
work function, which denotes the energy necessary to release the electron from
the material. For this explanation, Einstein was rewarded the Nobel Prize in
Physics (1921) for his contributions to theoretical physics.
The practical aspects of the photoelectric effect were soon recognized and exploited
by means of photocells and, later, photomultipliers [111]. Moreover, PES became
an essential tool to study the electronic properties of materials after a series of
improvement in other experimental techniques, e.g ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), the
design of electron analyzer and the development of synchrotron radiation. In the
following part, the PES principle is explained, followed by a description of the
experimental set-up used in this thesis.
4.1 Principle
The photoemission spectra in solids are interpreted within the single-particle ap-
proximation and the Einstein equation (4.1) can be extended to describe all elec-
trons. In a rigorous way, the photoemission process is a quantum mechanical event
described by the so-called one− step model [112–114]. In this model an electron,
under the effect of the electromagnetic field, is removed from an occupied state and
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emitted into the detector. In practice, due to the complexity of the crystal struc-
ture, correlation effects, multiple scattering etc., a comprehensive and accurate cal-
culation of the photoemission based on the one-step model is not feasible. Instead,
photoemission data are usually discussed within the three−step model [115–119].
The advantage of this intuitive and phenomenological model has played an im-
portant role in the development of PES. Thus, the three-step model is the most
common model used nowadays to understand the complicated PES process. This
phenomenological approach breaks up the PES procedure into three steps:
Figure 4.1: Three step process of Photoelectron Spectroscopy: ¬ photoexcitation of
electrons followed by ­ their traveling to the surface with concomitant
production of secondary (shaded area) and ® their penetration through
the surface (barrier) and finally, their escape into the vacuum (adapted
from [119]).
1. Excitation of the photoelectron;
2. Transport of the electron to the surface;
3. Escape of the electron into vacuum.
An illustration of the three-step model is shown in Fig. 4.1. In step ¬, an incident
monochromatic light with a well-defined photon energy hν is shined upon the
material. The photon energy is absorbed and an electron is excited from an initial
state to a final state under the law for conservation of energy and momentum
Esf − Esi − hν = 0 (4.2)
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~ ~ksf − ~~ksi − ~ ~kγ − ~G = 0 (4.3)





~G are the energy and wave vector of the initial and
final states and the reciprocal wave vector in the solid, respectively. For photon
energies in the UV region, the wave vector of the impinging photon ~kγ is negligible
compared with the crystal momentum of the electrons in the Brillouin zone (BZ).
Hence, the first step can be simply considered as a vertical transition from the
initial state at Esi to the final state at E
s
f .
In step ­, the electron travels through the solid to the sample surface. During
this movement, the electron can be inelastically scattered. If such scattering event
occurs, the kinetic energy and momentum of the emitted electron would be differ-
ent, resulting in a background signal of secondary electrons in the photoemission
spectra. The scattering rate of a propagating electron can be estimated via the
electron mean-free path λmfp, which defines an average distance of the traveling
electrons without losing energy through collisions [120]. The ”universal” electron
Figure 4.2: Universal curve of the electron mean-free path for various metals [121].
The shaded region represents the range of photon energies used in this
thesis.
mean-free path curve as a function of the kinetic energy for different materials
is presented in Fig. 4.2. The shaded region corresponds to the photon energies
used in this thesis, which are also the energies most commonly used in mod-
ern (angle-resolved) PES experiments. As seen, this corresponds to the minimal
escape depth of ∼ 5 A˚. Consequently, photoemission experiments probe essen-
tially the electronic states in the surface region of the sample and is therefore,
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considered to be a surface sensitive technique. By tuning the photon energy to
either higher (soft X-ray) or lower (LASER) energies, it is possible to increase the
mean-free path of the electron and hereby conduct a more ”bulk-sensitive” PES
experiment. It is important to specify that bulk-sensitive in PES jargon means
that the maximal escape depth of the electron is approximatively 15-30 A˚. Only
three synchrotrons in the world offers the possibility to use the soft x-ray ARPES
technique including the Swiss Light Source (SLS), at the ADvanced RESonant
Spectroscopies (ADRESS) beamline [122] where the photon energy ranges from
400 eV to 1.8 keV.
In step ®,the transmission of the photoexcited electrons into vacuum occurs if
their kinetic energy normal to the surface is sufficient to overcome the surface
potential barrier. Hence, the electrons must satisfy the condition




) ~ksf ≥ (Evac − E0) (4.5)
where the electrons travel in a potential (Evac - E0) inside the crystal. E0 is the
energy of the bottom of the valance band, Evac is the vacuum level, me is the mass
of the electron and ~ksf is the wave vector of the excited electron inside the solid.
The transmission of electrons through the surface leaves the parallel component
of the wave vector conserved such as:
~Kvac‖ =
~ks‖ (4.6)
where ~ks‖ is the electron momentum inside the solid, ~K
vac
‖ the electron momentum
in the vacuum. However, the perpendicular component of the wave vector ~ks⊥ is not
conserved, since the crystal is no longer periodic along the perpendicular direction












~k) is not a single plane wave but a Bloch wave containing plane-wave
contributions with a number of reciprocal lattice vectors ~G.
Finally, it is important to specify that in the third step, the electron can escape
from the sample into vacuum if its kinetic energy is higher than the work function
of the material Φsample. In reality, the sample and the analyzer are both grounded,
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i.e in electrical contact, hence their Fermi levels are aligned. As a consequence,
the work function of the measurement
Φmeas = Φsample − (Φsample − Φanalyzer)
= Φanalyzer (4.8)
is the work function of the analyzer and not the sample. Consequently what
is measured in a PES experiment is Eanlyzerkin as shown in Fig. 4.3. From this
point of view, a very precise knowledge of the Φanalyzer is required in order to
extract ω from the experiment. This calibration problem is usually solved by
measuring, at the same photon energy, both the spectrum of interest and a Fermi
edge of a metallic reference in electrical contact with the sample. By evaluating
the difference between the two obtained kinetic energies all unknown factors are
cancelled and ω is obtained.
Figure 4.3: Schematic energy diagram for the photoemission process from a sample




4.2 Angle-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(ARPES)
If one records not only the kinetic energy of the detected electrons but also their
emission angles, the experimental technique is called angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (ARPES). The basic geometry of an ARPES measurement is shown
in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Basic geometry for an ARPES experiment. Polar and azimuthal (θ and
φ) angles of the incoming photon (p) and outgoing electron (e), polariza-
tion (P) of the light, and kinetic energy (Evackin ) of the photoelectron are
displayed. The inset to the right shows how the parallel component ( ~ks‖)
is conserved while the perpendicular component ( ~ks⊥) is not. (Courtesy of
Dr. Martin Ma˚nsson [123].)
Considering the angles inside and outside the solid [Fig. 4.4], θs and θe, respec-
tively, and equation 4.6, the conservation of the parallel momentum can be writ-
ten:
~ksi sin θs =
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where the inner potential V0 is the energy difference between Evac and E0. The
momentum | ~Kvac‖ | and | ~Kvac⊥ | can be deduced by:














Although ~ks‖ is determined by the equations (4.6) and (4.11),
~ks⊥ remains unknown
and its connection with ~Kvac⊥ is not straightforward. Nevertheless, with additional
assumptions such as a free-electron like behavior of the final state, ~ks⊥ can be







However, the assumption of the free-electron final state has limits and its validity
essentially depends on the material studied and what photon energy is used. At
low photon energies (10 eV ≤ hν ≤ 100 eV), this assumption only works sat-
isfactory for e.g valence band (VB) spectroscopy of metals. When considering
correlated materials (e.g. CoO [123]), this approximation breaks down.
For 2D, quasi-2D materials or layered compounds like cuprates, the dispersion of
the energy bands along the ~k⊥ direction is rather small and considered to be neg-
ligible [66]. In this case, the relation between energy and momentum is simplified
and the Fermi surface (FS) can be mapped out by following the energy distribu-
tion curves (EDC) or momentum distribution curves (MDC). Figure 4.5(a) shows
a typical ARPES spectrum where the intensity is displayed as function of mo-
mentum and binding energy. Figure 4.5(b) and (c) display the two type of curves
MDC and EDC, respectively, extracted from the excitation spectrum. However,
regardless of their quasi-2D structure, recent ARPES experiments on HTCS at
high and low photon energies shows a significant change of the FS [124]. The FS
modification can be attributed to either the change in probing depth suggesting
dissimilarity of the intrinsic electronic structure between surface and bulk regions,
or a considerable c-axis dispersion signaling a strong interlayer coupling. Those
issues are still unclear and further investigations are needed.
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Figure 4.5: (a) ARPES intensity as function of momentum and binding energy. The
white and pink lines represent the cut of the momentum distribution curve
(MDC) at the Fermi level EF (b) and the energy distribution curve (EDC)
at constant momentum (c), respectively.
For materials with a 3D electronic structure, the ~ks⊥ component can no longer be
neglected. To experimentally determine the band dispersion as function of ~ks⊥ is
only reliable and straightforward if ones uses high photon energies, in the soft
X-Ray range (500 ev ≤ hν ≤). Then, by simply scanning the photon energy it




In this thesis, all ARPES measurements were performed at the synchrotron Swiss
Light Source (SLS). A brief description of synchrotron radiation and a presentation
of the ARPES end-station is made in the following sub-sections.
4.3.1 Synchrotron radiation
Historically, the first observation of artificial synchrotron light was made in 1947 at
the General Electric Research Laboratory in New-York [125]. In the last 60 years,
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the development of synchrotron radiation evolved constantly and has become an
essential research tool for the study of matter.
The main principle of synchrotron radiation is that the acceleration of charged
particles induces the emission of electromagnetic radiation. A synchrotron radia-
tion facility is a storage ring for electrons/positrons circling around orbits at large
velocity. Each time a circulating electron is accelerated it emits electromagnetic
radiation with a certain angular distribution over a certain wavelength spectrum.
At non-relativistic speed (v  c), an electron moving in a circular orbit, emits
radiation with a distribution pattern of an oscillating dipole or a classical antenna.
However, for an electron moving at relativistic speed (v ≈ c), the radiation pat-
tern experiences strong focusing into a narrow cone in the tangential direction. An
illustration of the emitted radiation at v  c and v ≈ c is presented in Fig. 4.6(a-
b) [126,127]. In general, a synchrotron radiation facility such as SLS is composed
Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the radiation emitted by an electron with
a uniform speed in a circular trajectory. (a) Non-relativistic speed. (b)
Relativistic speed (From refs. [126,127]).
of three major parts: a LINAC, a booster and a storage ring [Fig. 4.7(a)]. The
LINAC or linear accelerator pre-accelerates electrons produced by an electron
gun. The electrons from the LINAC are subjected to a second acceleration into
the booster resulting in an energy of the order of GeV. Finally, these electrons
are injected into the storage ring, where the electrons are circulating in an UHV
environment. Every time the electrons are turned in the storage ring by a bending
magnet, synchrotron light is emitted. The radiation is emitted in a broad con-
tinuous wavelength spectrum ranging from the microwave region all the way to
hard x-rays. A typical spectral distribution curve of the emitted light obtained
from a bending magnet is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). The wavelength of the radiation
depends on the kinetic energy of the electrons E and the radius R of the storage
ring. The maximum photon flux is then obtained at a characteristic wavelength
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λc. At SLS, the kinetic energy of the electrons E = 2.4 GeV, the storage ring has
a circumference of 288 m and was designed to have several straight sections of dif-
ferent lengths (from 4 to 11 m). When circling around the storage ring, a decay of
the ring-current is observed. This is principally due to the synchrotron radiation
in the bending magnet and the scattered electrons resulting in Bremsstrahlung
effect. To compensate for this loss, in SLS the storage ring is gently refilled in a
permanent way using the so-called ”top-up” mode. As a result, the photon flux
(i.e ring current) remains more or less constant and experiments can be performed
without interruption. [126,127].
Figure 4.7: (a) Illustration of the Swiss Light Source, third generation synchrotron
radiation facility. (b) Typical spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation
from a storage ring bending magnet. λc is the characteristic wavelength,
which depends on the electron kinetic energy E and the radius of the
electron storage ring [127].
Third generation facilities, like SLS, make use of undulators inserted in the
straight sections of the storage ring. An undulator is a periodic magnetic struc-
ture, which forces the electron beam to follow a trajectory with a smaller local
radius of curvature than in the bending magnets by using a weak local magnetic
field. Their design aims at the production of quasi-monochromatic light and the
periodic electromagnetic structure gently leads the electrons to oscillate trans-
versely in a given plane (planar undulator) or to describe a helix along its mean
path (helical undulator). The angular deflection of the beam is smaller or equal to
the natural emission angle of the radiation. In this case, all the beam is concen-
trated in a narrow cone and the amplitudes of the field radiated at each period of
the electrons trajectory may thus interfere, resulting in a periodic radiation field.
The resonant wavelengths depend among other, on a dimensionless parameter K,







where B0 is the magnetic field on the axis of the undulator and λu is the peri-
odicity of the undulator . It is therefore possible to tune the wavelength to the
desired value by changing the magnetic field strength. Practically, this is done
by, e.g, adjusting the gap between the upper and lower parts of the magnets. A
representation of a typical undulator is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). To conclude, the
main advantages of the undulator are its higher brilliance (factor of 1000 higher
than the light from a bending magnet) and the possibility to tune both photon
energy and polarization.
Figure 4.8: (a) Schematic view of an undulator. (b) Schematic view of a plane grating
monochromator. N is the number of lines in the grating and ∆λ the
bandwidth of the outgoing light (From ref. [128]).
The light emitted from the undulator is guided to the experimental end-station
via the beamline. One of the most important element of the beamline is the
monochromator, which is in the most common configuration consists of a plane
grating and an exit-slit. A schematic view of the beam arriving on the plane
grating monochromator is shown in Fig. 4.8(b). The selection of the wavelength
is made by tilting the grating and scanning the exit slit. The number of line N
of the grating and the size of the exit slit determines the bandwidth ∆λ of the
outgoing photon beam. Consequently, when choosing a narrow ∆λ, the energy
resolution is improved. However, the number of photons decreases resulting in a
loss of intensity and the measurement takes longer time. A compromise between
energy resolution and intensity is essential for a successful experiment. In the
present work, all the experiments were performed in SLS at the X09LA beamline.
The technical characteristics of this beamline is reported in Table 4.1.
Beamline X09LA-SIS Energy range
Linear horizontal 15-800 eV
Linear vertical 100-800 eV
Circular (left and right) 50-800 eV
Beam spot 50 × 100 µm




All the experiments reported in this thesis were performed at the ARPES end-
station at the SIS X09LA beamline of SLS in Villigen [129]. A detail description
of the end-station with the manipulator and the electron analyzer is made.
UHV chambers and connection to the PLD: The ARPES machine is com-
posed of four UVH chambers: a load-lock (PC3), two preparation chambers (PC2
and PC1) and an analyzing chamber (AC). A picture of the SIS end-station is
shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The actual ARPES experiment is performed in the AC, that
is directly connected to the beamline. The electron analyzer is also connected to
the AC and its optical axis is aligned at 45◦ to the beamline in the horizontal plane.
To avoid sample degradation and preserve the high-vacuum of the beamline, the
typical pressure is in the order of 5 × 10−11 mbar. To access this main AC cham-
ber, the sample should first be introduced into PC3 and then transferred trough
PC2 and PC1. PC1 is the chamber just above AC and contains the manipulator
where the sample is mounted. Once the sample is mounted to the manipulator, it
can be transferred down into the AC and aligned in front of the analyzer.
Figure 4.9: (a) Picture of the SIS HR-PES end-station.(b) Picture of the PLD ELLA
connected with the end-station.
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Since ARPES is a surface sensitive technique, a clean and flat surface is required.
The common method to obtain such surface is to cleave1 the sample under UHV
(10−11 mbar). This process is usually performed in the PC1 chamber and the
residual pieces fall down on a shutter that separates the PC1 from the AC cham-
ber. As a result, the AC chamber is protected from contamination. Both PC2 and
PC1 have a low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) set-up, which allows to con-
trol the surface quality of the sample and its orientation. Sample preparation, e.g
evaporation of material, sputtering, etc., is usually performed in the PC2 where
the typical base pressure is ∼ 3 × 10−10 mbar. Further, the PLD can be connected
to the ARPES end-station via this chamber [Fig. 4.9(b)]. After growing the film,
the sample is directly transfer from the PLD to the ARPES machine using a ver-
tical transfer arm as indicated in Fig. 4.9(b). The in situ transfer significantly
reduces the risks of contamination and consequently, the sample does not need
to be cleaved. The PC3 chamber has a base pressure of low 10−8 mbar and a
carousel where four samples can be introduced at the same time. When measur-
ing films grown by PLD ELLA, PC3 chamber is not used since the film transfer
is done from the PLD to the PC2, directly. A final remark is that each chambers
are separated by pneumatic valves in order to limit the risk of contamination and
to preserve vacuum in the entire system.
Photoelectron spectrometer: The creation of 2D hemispherical electron ana-
lyzers in the beginning of the 1990’s [130,131] has played an important role on the
study of HTSC. These detectors measure the intensity of photoemitted electrons
as function of both their kinetic energy and momentum. Within a single measure-
ment, it provides energy-momentum information along an extended cut in k-space
using the so-called angle − resolved mode. The electrons are first focused by an
electron lens on the entrance slit of the analyzer at different positions depending
on the direction of their initial momentum. Then, using an advanced technical
electro-optical system, each electron trajectories corresponding to different mo-
menta are guided and finally placed along the angular ~k axis of the detector. The
angular range of momenta is determined by the angular acceptance of the ana-
lyzer and the kinetic energy. Further, the detector offers the possibility to select
the pass energy, which only allows electrons with an energy close to the pass en-
ergy to travel along the hemispherical analyzer. Then, depending of their energies
and trajectories, the electrons hit the detector at different places along the energy
(E) axis, which is orthogonal to the ~k axis. Therefore, the resulting spectrum con-
tains both momentum and energy dependence of the photoelectrons. Electrons
with higher or lower energy than the bandwidth of the pass energy, e.g bandwidth
which corresponds to approximately ± 10 % the pass energy, cannot reach the
detector. However, if one wants to measure them, by applying a voltage on the
optical elements of the analyzer, these electrons can be accelerated or decelerated
1In its general sense, the word cleave is applied when cutting a diamond as its crystal structure.
From physical point of view, it means splitting a single crystal along a natural weakness plane.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of a hemispherical VG-Scienta electron analyzer. The beam is
represented by the green line and the shaded blue region is the acceptance
angle of the detector. Note that the orientation of the entrance slit is
horizontal. (Courtesy of Dr. Martin Ma˚nsson [123].)
in order to match the pass energy of the detector. An illustration of the hemispher-
ical electron analyzer process is presented in Fig. 4.10. Here, the photon beam
from the beamline hits the sample where electrons are ”kicked out” and guided
trough the analyzer resulting in a 2D spectrum. All data shown in this thesis were
acquired with the two hemispherical V G−Scienta analyzers SES 2002 and R4000
from Gammadata Ma¨tteknik AB. Their technical comparison are summarized in
table 4.2. The above description of the hemispherical analyzer is highly simplified
and for more complete explanation/details, see Ref. [131,132]. As all instruments,
the analyzer has a resolution, which can be tuned by changing, e.g the analyzer
slit or its pass energy. Moreover, depending how the analyzer is attached to the
UHV chamber, the slit can be vertical or horizontal. This two geometrical config-
urations has to be taken into account, particulary when converting the detector
angles into ~k-space. The transformation for real space to ~k-space will be detailed
later.
V G− Scienta Spectrometer SES 2002 R4000
Acceptance angle ± 7◦ ± 15◦
Angular resolution < 0.2◦ < 0.1◦
Energy resolution < 2 meV < 1 meV
Pass energy 5-200 eV 1-100 eV
Minimal entrance slit 0.2 mm 0.1 mm
Table 4.2: Technical characteristics of the two electron analyzers used in this thesis.
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Manipulator CARVING: In order to investigate the reciprocal space of a sam-
ple and e.g, establish its Fermi surface, one need to make different cuts in ~k-space.
To perform such measurements at the SIS end-station, a highly sophisticated and
motorized manipulator called CARV ING with 3 rotational and 3 translational
degrees of freedom is accessible. A picture of the rotatable head of CARV ING is
shown in Fig. 4.11. The rotational motion is composed of a polar (θ), an azimuthal
(ϕ) and a tilt (χ) angle. All motions have a reproducibility better than 0.1◦, which
makes it possible to obtain very precise cuts in ~k-space. The angular ranges of the
rotational motion are summarized in Table (4.3). Further, the polar, azimuthal
and tilt axes pass trough the center of the sample which means that if the sample
surface is uniformly flat, a readjustment of the translational motion should not be
necessary. The sample is fixed to the manipulator with a clamping ring and since




Table 4.3: Angular acceptance of the CARVING manipulator.
the manipulator is connected to a liquid Helium bottle, the sample can be cooled
down. A temperature sensor connected behind the head gives the possibility to
regulate the temperature of the sample and with the help of a shielding (orange
piece in Fig. 4.11), the lowest reachable temperature is T = 10 K. Further, at-
tached above the rotatable head is a heater and the highest feasible temperature
is T = 380 K. Glued onto the shielding is a fluorescent YAG screen where the
photon beam can be detected and marked. Since the CARV ING manipulator
is used when acquiring ARPES spectra, it is important to mention that all its
elements are non magnetic and thus, do not perturb the measurement.
4.3.3 Transformation from real space to ~k-space
As explained above, the main function of the CARV ING manipulator is to po-
sition the sample in front of the analyzer and to give precise access to different
cuts in ~k-space. However, in view of the analyzer slit (vertical or horizontal), the
transformation between manipulator angles (θ, ϕ, χ) to the reciprocal space is not
intuitive and geometrical consideration is necessary. In this thesis work, both ver-
tical and horizontal analyzer slits were used when performing experiments. The
transformation of the manipulator angles into ~k-space is made for a horizontal slit
of the V G−Scienta analyzer since most of the data presented here were acquired
with this geometry. As shown in Fig. 4.4, an intrinsic oriented coordinate system
{x, y, z} of the sample is presented where the z axis is perpendicular to the sample
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Figure 4.11: Picture of the CARV ING manipulator with ELLA sample holder and
a YBCO film. The polar, azimuthal and tilt angles are noted as ϕ, θ and
χ respectively.
surface, i.e normally parallel to the c-axis of the sample, and x-y axis corresponds
to the high-symmetry directions, i.e a- and b-axis of the sample. Now, let us
consider the laboratory coordinate system {x′, y′, z′} with x′ and y′ axis parallel
and orthogonal to the analyzer slit, respectively and z′ axis pointing along the
optical axis of the analyzer. This coordinate system depends exclusively of the
3 manipulator angles θ, ϕ, χ and can be defined independently. Figure 4.12(a)
Figure 4.12: Illustration of the CARV ING manipulator at its initial position (a),
when moving χ (b), θ (c) and ϕ (d). {x′, y′, z′} represents the intrinsic
coordinate system of the laboratory.
represents the CARV ING manipulator at its initial position and after moving
one after each other χ, θ and ϕ (b-d). Moving only the tilt angle χ from its initial
position [Fig. 4.12(b)] is equivalent to a rotation around the x′ axis and thus, χ
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angle does not affect x′. Taking into account geometrical aspects, the resulting
matrix Mχ is:
Mχ =
 1 0 00 cosχ − sinχ
0 sinχ cosχ
 (4.15)
By applying the same logic on the other two angles [Fig. 4.12(c-d)], one can deduce
that θ and ϕ angles do not affect y′ and z′, respectively and their corresponding
matrices Mθ and Mϕ are:
Mθ =
 cos θ 0 − sin θ0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ
 (4.16)
Mϕ =
 cosϕ sinϕ 0− sinϕ cosϕ 0
0 0 1
 (4.17)
As a result, the coordinate transformation can be presented as the product of the
3 matrices2 mentioned above: xy
z







 cosϕ sinϕ 0− sinϕ cosϕ 0
0 0 1
 1 0 00 cosχ − sinχ
0 sinχ cosχ

 cos θ 0 − sin θ0 1 0




The electrons detected by the analyzer can be defined by |~p| = {p sin β, 0, p cos β}
where β is the angle between the electron momentum p =
√
2mEkin/~ and the
analyzer acceptance angle [Fig. 4.10]. Considering conservation of the parallel
component of the electron momentum and the equations (4.18, 4.19), the coordi-





[ sin β cosχ cosϕ +
cos β(cos θ sinχ sinϕ − sin θ cosϕ)] (4.20)







[ cos β sin θ sinϕ +
cosϕ(cos β cos θ sinχ − sin β cosχ)] (4.21)
The transformation from the manipulator angles to ~k-space described above is
applicable if the crystallographic axis of the sample and the manipulator axis are
identical. In real ARPES experiment, a mismatch between those axis is common
and consequently needs to be corrected. Let’s consider γ, the angle between the
z′ axis of the manipulator and c-axis of the sample and α, between the x′ axis
and the a-axis. Correcting the mismatch between the sample and the manipulator
axis results in the product of: xy
z
 = Mϕ,χ,θ
 cosα sinα 0− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 cos γ 0 sin γ0 1 0
− sin γ 0 cos γ






where Mϕ,χ,θ = MϕMχMθ.
All the ~k points that can be detected by the analyzer at a given manipulator
position corresponds to a parallel curve segment, which varies over the acceptance
angle interval −βmin < β < βmax. It is called the slit image and varying the
manipulator angles induce a change of its position in ~k-space. It is important to
specify that all the ~k lie within a sphere with a radius r. Further, the curvature of
the slit image depends strongly on the photon energy. By increasing the photon
energy both the accessible momentum space and the momentum coverage of the
slit image is enlarged. However, increasing the photon energy induced a loss of
energy resolution and a change in the out-of-plane component. In two-dimensional
systems like cuprates, this poses no large problem, since no energy dispersion is
expected as a function of the ~k⊥ coordinate. For the transformation from the
manipulator angle to ~k-space with a vertical slit of the analyzer, see Ref. [133].
4.4 ARPES and HTSC
This section is made in two parts: the first one aims to explain how to perform
ARPES data analysis and the second part is a summary of the main results
resulting from this technique.
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4.4.1 Analyzing tools
This section is devoted to explaining how the ARPES data analysis can be per-
formed for HTSC materials. Assuming the validity of the sudden approxima-
tion [134], the intensity spectrum measured in an ARPES experiments is given
by:
I(~k, ω) = I0(~k)f(ω)A(~k, ω) (4.23)
where ~k is the initial state momentum, ω is the energy relative to the chemical
potential µ and I0(~k) is an intensity factor, which is proportional to the matrix
element squared [135]. The Fermi function is written f(ω) = (eω/kBT + 1)−1
and A(~k, ω) is the one-particle spectral function, which represents the probability
of adding or removing a particle from the interacting many-body system. The
spectral function is proportional to the imaginary part of the Green’s function,
which is defined by:
G(~k, ω) =
1
[ω − ε~k − Σ(~k, ω)]
(4.24)
where ε~k is the ”bare” dispersion and Σ(
~k, ω) = ReΣ(~k, ω) + iImΣ(~k, ω) is the
electron self − energy, which covers the effect of many-body interactions. Con-
sequently, the one-electron spectral function is expressed as:
A(~k, ω) = − 1
pi
ImG(~k, ω) = − 1
pi
ImΣ(~k, ω)
[ω − ε~k −ReΣ(~k, ω)]2 + [ImΣ(~k, ω)]2
(4.25)
Two-dimensional multi-channel electron analyzers such as the one used in this
work, measure the photoemitted intensity as a function of energy and momentum
and offer the possibility of a direct visualization of the spectral function. The raw
ARPES spectrum obtained from the detector has an energy scale corresponding
to the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. To transform the kinetic energy scale
to binding energy ω, a reference spectrum is taken from a polycrystalline copper
piece, which is in direct electrical and thermal contact with the sample. As a result,
a well-defined Fermi step is obtained, which can be fitted by a f(ω) function.
From such fit, the chemical potential µ is determined and the transformation to
a binding energy scale is done by:
ω(n) = Ekin(n)− µ (4.26)
where n represents a detector channel. After this process, the intensity I(~k, ω)
can be plotted in two manners. The first one consists to plot I(~k, ω) as function
of binding energy for a fixed momentum, which corresponds to an EDC analysis.
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Figure 4.13: (a,c) EDC curves (red solid line) with the Cu reference spectra (dashed
blue line) in electrical contact with the sample taken at T = 10 K and
T = 90 K, respectively. The insets are a zoom around EF to get a clear
observation of the midpoint shift of the leading edge of the EDC relative
to the Cu reference. The shift between the two curves indicates the
presence of a spectral gap in (a) and its absence in (c). (b,d) Symmetrized
EDC where the resulting curve of I(ω) + I(−ω) is represented in solid
black line. Note the closing of the spectral gap in (d) indicated by a
single peak centered around EF.
The second is an MDC study where I(~k, ω) is plotted as function of ~k for a fixed ω.
An EDC analysis is delicate since the spectral function has a strong ω dependence.
This makes A(~k, ω) non-lorentzian in ω and the EDC lineshape is asymmetric with
a background that might change with the binding energy. Another complication
is the influence of the Fermi function that eliminate the positive ω part of the
spectral function, i.e. ARPES only probes occupied states. However, f(ω) can
be compensated by using a method to “sum out”the Fermi distribution [136].
This is the EDC so-caled symmetrization procedure, which is commonly used for
studying the gapped states of HTSC materials (SC and PSG states). Neglecting
the matrix element effects, the symmetrized EDC intensity is as follows:
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Considering the particle-hole symmetry, the spectral functionA′( ~kF,−ω) =A( ~kF, ω)
and f ′(−ω) = [1-f(ω)]. The symmetrized EDC intensity is then:














To confirm the validity of the symmetrization procedure in the study of SC/PSG
gaps, a simple verification is presented. Figure 4.13(a,c) displays EDCs recorded
on YBCO film (red solid line) below and above the critical temperature. The blue
dashed line represents the Cu reference spectrum taken at the same temperature
than the EDCs. The inset is a zoom around EF to observe the midpoint shift
of the leading-edge, which is commonly used to evaluate the existence of a gap.
In Fig. 4.13(a), a clear midpoint shift is observed between the Cu spectrum and
the EDC, which indicates the presence of a gap. On the contrary, Fig. 4.13(c), no
shift is noticeable. Using the symmetrization procedure defined in equation (4.28),
the opening/closing of the gap becomes even more obvious. Figure 4.13(b,d) dis-
play the symmetrized EDC shown in Fig. 4.13(a,c). The red and green curves are
I( ~kF , ω) and I( ~kF ,−ω), respectively, and the black solid line represents their sum,
Isym( ~kF , ω). As deduced from Fig. 4.13(a,c), a clear gap is observed in Fig. 4.13(b)
whereas Fig. 4.13(d) displays a small peak centered around EF .
Analysis from MDC is simpler since it is assumed that the self energy is essentially
independent of ~k-momentum and thus, the MDC has a Lorentzian lineshape with
a simple extrinsic background that can be subtracted. Further, its peak position
gives the normalized dispersion, which is proportional to the imaginary part of
the self-energy. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the MDCs is then
related to the inverse mean free path and can be extracted as function of ω.
Experimentally, one can fit MDCs with a Lorentzian function at each ω and
extract the dispersion. Figure 4.14(a) shows a typical ARPES spectrum where
the solid yellow line represents the Lorentzian fit of the MDC taken at the Fermi
level. The blue dashed line in Fig. 4.14(a) represents the band dispersion deduced
from MDC peak positions, which in turn are extracted from Lorentzian fits to
the MDC’s as a function of binding energy [see Fig. 4.14(b)]. By following the
MDC peak positions as function of the binding energy, one can easily observe the
evolution of the band dispersion and it is possible to make further analysis of its
shape.
4.4.2 Main ARPES results on cuprates
Since the discovery of cuprate HTSC, ARPES experiments has become more than
just a tool for chemical analysis and band mapping. Its improvement in angular
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Figure 4.14: (a) ARPES intensity spectrum from an LSCO sample, where the yellow
solid line represents the Lorentzian fit of the MDC taken at EF . (b)
Lorentzian fits of the MDCs as function of the binding energy. The blue
dashed line in (a) represent the dispersion extracted from the MDCs.
and energy resolution as well as the remarkable progress in high-quality single
crystal have been the key to turn this technique into a sophisticated many-body
spectroscopy technique and have revealed/confirmed many physical aspects of
the HTSC phase diagram. Due to its large orthorhombic unit cell (a = 5.42 A˚,
b = 5.38 A˚ and c = 30.72 A˚) and its very low charge density between the two adja-
cent Bi-O planes, the Bi based cuprate family (BiSCO) is easy to cleave and yields
a stable BiO surface. As a result, many early ARPES studies were performed on
BiSCO compounds. However, general physical aspects such as the pseudogap or
the symmetry of the SC gap, established for this compound have been verified in
other cuprates and hence recognized as common features of HTSC materials. How-
ever, with the development of instrumental cleaving technique, ARPES studies on
the lanthanum family, e.g LSCO, has became feasible and reproducible. Indeed,
since LSCO is difficult to cleave because of its strong bonds, a special cleaving
tool, the so-called ”on-board sample cleaver”, has been specially designed [137].
Cleaving LSCO single crystals with this device result in a close to atomically flat
surface and thus, ARPES investigations on this material suddenly became sig-
nificant [45, 138–141]. Further, also in LSCO the pseudogap and the symmetry
of the superconducting gap, established for BiSCO compound was verified. In
what follows, a brief summary of ARPES results on HTSC is presented. Some
typical HTSC features found/confirmed by ARPES since the last two decades are
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depicted and examples from different superconducting materials are given. How-
ever, characteristics only related to the compound itself have been neglected. For
more extensive knowledge, additional information/details are available in the fol-
lowing references [134,135,142].
Fermi surface: One of the central advantage of ARPES is to give a direct access
to the Fermi surface (FS) of materials. A FS corresponds to a reciprocal space
intensity map (or kF) obtained at the Fermi Level EF. Information extract from
the FS give topological details as well as low-energy properties of the sample.
Figure 4.15 displays the FS of two HTSC materials. Figure 4.15(a) shows the
FS representation in the normal state of strongly Pb-overdoped (OD) BiSCO3
(Pb-Bi2212) sample [147]. As expected from conventional Landau Fermi liquid
theory, the FS in the OD region consists of four large hole-pockets centered at
(pi, pi), (-pi, pi), (pi, -pi), (-pi, -pi) and has been confirmed for other HTSC mate-
rial [148]. However, it is evident that there are two FS pieces in Pb-Bi2212 (blue
and red parts), which stems from the fact that there are two CuO2 planes in the
unit cell giving rise to the bonding and antibonding bands. The separation of this
bands is named bilayer splitting and has also been found at optimal and slightly
underdoped materials. The fact that this splitting was not detected in earlier
ARPES experiments was due to the lack of momentum resolution and was taken
as evidence for electronic confinement within the planes. The confirmation of its
existence is a testament of technical improvement and has given important infor-
mation about the HTSC electronic structure. Figure 4.15(b) represents the FS of
underdoped (UD) Ca2−xNaxCuO2Cl2 (Na-CCOC) (Tc = 13 K) sample measured in
the pseudogap state [149]. As for the OD side, large hole-barrels FS are expected.
However, ARPES experiments shows that the FS is reduced to a small gapless por-
tion centered around the nodal direction (0,0)-(pi, pi) line called Fermi arcs4. The
Fermi arcs cannot be understood in terms of existing theories, although there is a
solution in the form of conventional FS pockets associated with competing order,
but with the back folding side that for detailed reasons is invisible [152]. However,
recent ARPES experiments performed on Nd-doped LSCO [139], LSCO [141] and
La-doped BiSCO [153] have revealed the coexistence of hole pockets around the
nodal point. The qualitative observation of a hole pocket is compatible with many
theories such as band structure calculations, which has shown that pockets can
be formed in orthorhombic crystal structures [154]. Further, also models that
invoke spin and charge separation of the electron quantum numbers [155, 156] or
competing orders [80,157,158] predict a hole pocket in the pseudogap phase. Nev-
ertheless, the existence of pockets around (pi/2, pi/2) remains controversial and
has not yet been confirmed in other UD cuprates.
3Here, Bi2212 was not chosen as an example due to its complex FS involving the so-called
shadows and umklapp bands [143, 144]. For the Pb-doped Bi2212 this superstructure is
suppressed [145,146].
4The original observation was made in the BiSCO compound [150,151]
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Figure 4.15: (a) Underlying Fermi surface of OD Pb-Bi2212 (Tc = 70 K) measured in
the superconducting state at T = 20 K. The lower right quadrant of the
Brillouin zone in panel identifies the bonding (blue) and the antibonding
(red) bands. The two hole pockets centered around (pi, pi) is in agreement
with conventional Fermi liquid theory [147]. (b) Underlying Fermi surface
of underdoped UD Na-CCOC (Tc = 13 K) measure in the pseudogap
state. The FS is reduced to a gapless region called Fermi arc centered
around the (0,0)-(pi, pi) line [149].
Kink: In its most simple form, the ARPES manifestation of an electron’s inter-
action with phonons, or any collective mode, corresponds to an abrupt change
of the slope in the dispersion. Such feature is commonly known as the so-called
low-energy kink [159,160]. Given the fact that electron-phonon interaction is the
mechanism for conventional superconductivity, its role in cuprates is very contro-
versial due to the lack of evidence for lattice effects on the electron self-energy.
Figure 4.16(a) shows the doping dependence of the dispersion for LSCO system
taken along the (0,0)-(pi, pi) direction [161]. It is easy to see that the dispersion
shows a sudden change near 70 meV, exactly where the in-plane oxygen bond
stretching mode showed anomalous softening in neutron scattering experiments
(indicated by the black arrow). The striking co-incidence between the anomalous
electronic and phononic self-energy effects at the same energy makes a likely case
for strong electron-phonon coupling. Further, it is interesting to point out that
the slope of the dispersion along the nodal direction remains the same over a wide
doping range (from the UD to the OD region), even where the sample is not super-
conducting. Since the MDC width is proportionally related to the scattering rate
of electrons, by plotting the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the MDCs
as function of the binding energy, one observes that at the same kink energy,
an increase of the electron scattering rate occurs. Considering the dispersion at
binding energies higher than the kink, the data show an increasing velocity with
decreasing doping level. This is completely different from the Fermi liquid picture
where the velocity beyond the phonon energy from the Fermi level (bare band ve-
locity) is expected to be universal. Figure 4.16(b) displays the normalized ARPES
intensity of LSCO (x = 0.17) recorded along the nodal direction where in addition
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Figure 4.16: (a) Left panel shows the dispersion of LSCO from x = 0.03 to x = 0.30
measured at T = 20 K along the (0,0)-(pi, pi) nodal direction. A disconti-
nuity in the slope of the quasiparticle dispersions, the so-called low-energy
kink, is indicated by the black arrow. Right panel presents the scattering
rate extracted from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) MDC of
LSCO (x = 0.063) at T = 20 K. The arrow indicates an increase of the
scattering rate at an energy of about 70 meV [161]. (b) Plot of normalized
ARPES intensity of LSCO (x = 0.17) at T = 15 K obtained along the
nodal direction. The thin black line represents the MDC peak positions
as function of binding energy and the dashed one is from a tight-binding
fit of the band. In addition to the E0 kink (green arrow shown in the
inset with E0 ≈ 70 meV), a less intense vertical feature emerges below
E0 called the high-energy threshold E1 (white arrow) [140].
to the low-energy kink around 70 meV, a less intense vertical feature emerge in
the dispersion at higher energy (white arrow). This feature is commonly known
as the high-energy threshold or waterfall [140]. Such a high-energy threshold E1
was also observed in the BiSCO family of cuprates [162, 163] and consider to be
a separation between coherent quasiparticle peaks at low energies from broad in-
coherent excitations at high energies. Moreover, the boundary between these low
and high energy features exhibits a cosine-shaped momentum dependence, rem-
iniscent of the superconducting d-wave gap. Such intriguing similarity between
characteristics of the incoherent excitations and quasiparticle properties suggests
a close correlation of the electronic response at high and low energies in HTSC.
Quasiparticle peak, superconducting gap and pseudogap: From ARPES
point of view, two common features define the superconducting state. The first
one is the sharp quasiparticle peak with the so-called peak − dip − hump fea-
ture appearing at (pi, 0), which then evolves with ~k [46]. Figure 4.17(a) shows
EDCs cuts recorded from OD Bi2212 [164] at two different locations in ~k-space
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as indicated in the top inset. The second feature is the d-wave symmetry of the
superconducting gap. Below the superconducting transition T < Tc (blue curves),
the quasiparticle peak does not cross the Fermi level for cut A indicating the pres-
ence of the superconducting gap. However, for cut B along the nodal direction,
no gap has been detected. The d-wave pairing leads to a strong momentum space
anisotropy in the superconducting gap and dictates that the gap is zero along the
(0,0)-(pi, pi) line (node) due to a sign change of the orbital pair wave-function. To
estimate the gap value, the EDCs can be symmetrized. Figure 4.17(c) displays
the symmetrized EDC of UD LSCO in the SC state (T = 12 K) [45]. Contrary to
the nodal direction, a large open gap is visible at the antinode. Figure 4.17(b-d)
shows the evolution of the superconducting gap as function of the FS angle for
OD Bi22125 [165] and UD LSCO (blue filled circles) [45, 138], respectively. The
maximum value of the gap is at the antinode (0, pi) and decreases progressively
until it vanishes at the node. Further, it has been observed that the maximum
value of the gap changes as function of doping but still conserves its d-wave sym-
metry [65]. Above the superconducting transition T > Tc for OD samples, the gap
is closed and the sharp quasiparticle peak remains, as expected for a conventional
metal. However, measurements for underdoped samples in the pseudogap state
result in more unexpected properties.
The first observation is a loss of the quasiparticle peak when passing the transition
temperature. Second, as mentioned before, a ”destruction” of the FS where just
a gapless region centered around the nodal point remains. Figure 4.17(e) presents
two spectra of UD Nd-substituted LSCO (Nd-LSCO) [139] obtained closed to the
antinodal and nodal point, respectively at T > Tc. Also shown are their corre-
sponding EDCs at ~kF . The nodal EDC displays a small and sharp quasiparticle
peak while the antinodal does not show any spectral weight around EF. Moreover,
it is clear that even above the SC transition, the gap remains open at the antinode.
The loss of spectral weight and the opening of a gap is a typical behavior of the
pseudogap state and has been observed in many cuprates [135]. When plotting
the pseudogap value as function of FS angle [Fig. 4.17(d) (green open circles) and
Fig. 4.17(f)], the d-wave gap symmetry is still present even though a small portion
of the FS has zero gap. This behavior is clearly visible in Fig. 4.17(c) which dis-
plays the symmetrized EDCs for UD LSCO in the PSG state (T = 49 K). One of
the remaining question is to understand if the pseudogap is a precursor [138] or a
competitive order to superconductivity [42, 167]. ARPES experiments performed
in the pseudogap state are controversial and until now, this question remains un-
resolved.
Another important issue is the existence of local inhomogeneity or nano-scale
phase separation, which can take the form of one-dimensional stripes [168, 169].
Even though several attempts have been made to address these issues, the mani-
festation of these effects in ARPES are often quite subtle.
5The original observation was made by Wells et al. (1992) [166] and Shen et al. (1993) [164]
and was later confirmed by Ding et al. (1996) [165].
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Figure 4.17: (a) Photoemission spectra from Bi2212 (Tc = 78 K) recorded at two
locations in ~k-space (A and B) as indicated by the inset. The shift of
the quasiparticle peak from the Fermi level at T = 20 K designates the
opening of a superconducting gap [164]. (b) Superconducting gap of
Bi2212 (Tc = 87 K) as a function of Fermi surface angle (filled circles).
The measurement was performed at T = 13 K and fitted by a d-wave
gap function (solid black line). The inset shows the location of the cor-
responding spectra in the Y quadrant of the Brillouin zone as well as
the photon polarization direction [165]. (c) Symmetrized spectra of UD
LSCO (Tc = 30 K) for various kF from the anti-node (top) to the node
(bottom) at 12 K and 49 K, respectively. The solid red curves are fits.
(d) Superconducting gap (filled circles) at 12 K and the pseudogap (open
circles) at 49 K, as a function of the FS angle. The solid curve is the
simple d-wave form. The upper right inset displays the FS at 12 K (filled
circles) and at 49 K (open circles) [45]. (e) ARPES intensity spectra from
Nd-LSCO (Tc < 7 K) measured in the pseudogap state at T = 15 K for
two different positions in ~k-space as indicated by the top inset (blue and
red lines). The blue cut is taken along the so-called arc where no gap
is detected and the red one close to the antinode where the gap remains
open. (f) Pseudogap of Nd-LSCO (Tc < 7 K) as a function of the Fermi
surface angle. The red and gray squares indicate the gapless and gapped
regions of the FS, respectively. (For (e-f), Ref. [139]).
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5 ARPES on YBa2Cu3O7−δ
YBaCu3O7−δ (YBCO/Y123) is one of the most studied compounds by other ex-
perimental techniques than ARPES. From ARPES point of view, although Y123
and BiSCO have similar Tc and both contain two CuO2 planes, the lack of a natu-
ral cleavage plane makes Y123 much more difficult to investigate. Moreover, unlike
BiSCO and LSCO, the existence of one-dimensional CuO chains along the b-axis
contributing to the photoemission signal, makes the study complicated but also
very exciting. Indeed, one of the main challenges is to understand the electronic
interaction/hybridization between the chains and planes and to determine the
role of the chains for superconductivity. Recent ARPES investigations on a very
similar material, YBa2Cu4O8 (Y1248), have led to interesting results [170–172].
The Y1248 crystal structure (a ∼= b ∼= 3.9 A˚ and c ∼= 27.2 A˚) also contains two
CuO2 planes per unit cell. However, in contrast to the related Y123 compound,
Y1248 contains double CuO chains and is usually untwinned. The transition tem-
perature is about Tc = 80 K and cannot be changed by simple variation of the
oxygen content due to the very stable CuO double chains, which prevent oxygen
loss. After cleaving, the Y1248 surface is stable, which makes this material more
suitable for ARPES experiments even though, the cleaved surface will in most
cases contain a mix of plane and chain termination. Figure 5.1(a) displays the in-
tensity map at EF measured at hν = 105 eV and Fig. 5.1(b) the FS of the AB (red
filled circles) and B (blue filled circles) bands. Briefly, microprobe photoemission
studies on Y1248 have revealed that the bilayer splitting of the CuO2 planes is
almost constant around the FS and that the electron scattering rate at the Fermi
level is about 1.5 times stronger in the bonding band than in the antibonding
band [170]. Moreover, a strong in-plane a-b asymmetry have been detected [171]
where the antibonding band has a hole-like shape centered around (pi, pi) and an
electron like shape centered around (0, 0). Another interesting feature in line with
recent dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) calculations [173] is the observation
of elongated pockets [Fig. 5.1(c,d)] along ky in the 1D CuO FS [172]. This issue is
very important since recent quantum oscillations experiments performed on both
Y123 and Y1248 suggest the existence of very small Fermi pockets [30, 174]. Al-
though the Y1248 compound is an intriguing material, the main subject of this
thesis is to avoid the cleaving problem of Y123 and to obtain significant ARPES
results. As already mentioned, the solution adopted in this work is to grow Y123
films and to transfer them in situ to the ARPES station. However, to the best
of our knowledge, previous ARPES experiments on Y123 film were not successful
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mainly due to the presence of an insulating surface layer [175]. In what follows,
main ARPES results on Y123 single crystals from the last two decades are de-
scribed. Then, the main advantage of studying Y123 films is exposed and finally,
results obtained from these films are presented.
Figure 5.1: (a) ARPES intensity map of an Y1248 sample measured at the Fermi
energy. (b) Fermi surface of the antibonding band (AB) and bonding band
(BB) in the planes. θ represents the Fermi surface angle. Circles represent
location of kF obtained from MDC peak positions and solid lines are tight
binding fits. (c) Measured Fermi surface determined by integrating the
EDCs within ± 50 meV of EF at T = 20 K with hν = 33 eV. (d) Calculated
Fermi surface [173]: zero-energy spectral function A(k, 0) at T = 0 K (left
image) and expected ARPES intensity I(k, 0) (right image).
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5.1 Main ARPES results on YBCO single
crystals
Compared to other compounds, relatively few photoemission experiments were
performed on YBCO because of the lack of natural cleavage plane and that most
of the crystals were twinned. Nonetheless, the study of these twinned crystals
has provided very useful information. The first FS established on YBCO was
presented by Campuzano et al. [176] on twinned optimally doped single crys-
tals. The measured FS is a result of a superposition of two FS, one from the
CuO2 planes and one from the CuO chains. The 1D band corresponding to CuO
chains appears twice in the FS and are rotated by 90◦ from each other due to
twinning. Unlike the CuO chains, the twinning does not have a drastic effect on
the large hole like pocket centered around (pi, pi) coming from the CuO2 planes.
Several measurements on twinned crystals have given a more complete study of
Figure 5.2: Electronic dispersion of overdoped YBCO (Tc = 89 K): (a)-(f) Second
derivative with respect to the binding energy of the raw ARPES spectra
from YBCO. (g) Summary of all the dispersive bands [177].
the FS [178] and have also revealed the presence of a narrow and intense surface-
state peak located 10 meV below the Fermi level [179]. With the improvement
of instrument resolution and sample quality, more detailed studies were carried
out on untwinned YBCO samples. In addition to the surface-state peak, also
the ”peak-dip-hump” structure, the superconducting gap and the strong in-plane
anisotropy were determined [177,180]. The presence of the CuO chains layers gives
rise to an orthorhombic structure in YBCO [181], which, according to band cal-
culations, results in a strong anisotropy of the CuO2 planes [182]. Figure 5.2(a-f)
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presents intensity plots of the second derivative of the ARPES spectra as function
of binding energy. Four dispersive features can be identified and are summarized
in Fig. 5.2(g): surface state (SS), superconducting peak (SC), hump (HP) and
chain state (CH). After the study of Lu et al. in 2001, all ARPES investigations
on YBCO compound stopped even if fundamental questions such as the origin of
the surface-state or the existence of the bilayer splitting remained unsettled.
In 2006, Borisenko et al. revived the ARPES investigations on YBCO [183]. Their
experiment were performed on high-quality detwinned YBCO single crystals with
different hole concentration ranging from the underdoped to the overdoped re-
gion. To avoid the influence of surface-state effect reported in previous experi-
Figure 5.3: (a)-(c) Photoemission spectra of underdoped YBCO (Tc = 35 K) mea-
sured at T = 30 K along the nodal direction (top inset) as function of
angle and kinetic energy. The spectra shows a clear bilayer splitting and
depending of the photon energy, the intensity ratio between the bonding
and antibonding bands fluctuates. Positions of the MDC’s maxima (d) and
their widths (e) as a function of binding energy. Dashed curves are fits to
the low energy data. Black and gray arrows mark the energy positions of
the low and high energy kinks, respectively. Insets show exemplary MDC
and EDC [183].
ments [177,179], the authors focused their attention in the nodal direction where
a clear bilayer splitting is detected. They also demonstrated that the choice of
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photon energy drastically influences the intensity ratio between the two bands.
Figure 5.3(a-c) present ARPES spectra acquired along the nodal direction as in-
dicated in the top inset. One can observes two features corresponding to the
bonding (BB) and antibonding (AB) components, respectively. At hν = 50 eV,
both BB and AB are clearly visible with an intensity ratio 1:1. By progressively
changing the photon energy, the AB band becomes weaker leading to the dom-
inance of the bonding band at hν = 55 eV. The significant intensity variation
between the BB/AB bands when changing the photon energy was previously ob-
served also in BiSCO and was attributed to matrix elements effects [184]. Another
interesting characteristic in the nodal dispersion as already reported for other
cuprates [140,159,161], are the so-called low and high energy kinks. Figure 5.3(d)
shows the dispersion of the BB band extracted from the MDC’s maxima as func-
tion of binding energy. Deviations in the dispersion are clearly visible around
50 mev and 150 mev. To confirm the presence of both features, Fig. 5.3(d) presents
the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the MDC’s, which is directly pro-
portional to the imaginary part of the self-energy. The presence of the two kinks
is reproduced by the scattering rate but also the quadratic low energy behavior
(dashed line), which clearly indicates the presence of quasiparticles [185]. More-
over, upon increasing the hole concentration, the low-energy kink shifts towards
higher binding energy while the high-energy kink, on the contrary moves towards
lower binding energy. As a result, for slightly overdoped YBCO sample, the two
kinks seem to merge into one unique feature. Such kink dependence as function of
doping is in agreement with other measurements performed on LSCO and BiSCO
samples [186,187].
Further investigations of the electronic properties on untwinned optimally doped
samples were carried out in the following years. The FS measured by Zabolot-
nyy et al. [188] revealed an isotropic splitting of the BB and AB sheets with the
expected 1D CuO chains running along the (0, pi) direction in-between the two
CuO2 planes. However, although the sample was optimally doped, by calculat-
ing the surface area of the BB and AB FS sheets, the actual hole doping level
of the CuO2 planes were far above the superconducting dome and corresponded
to a purely metallic region of the generic phase diagram. However, by changing
the photon energy, it appeared that in addition to the metallic component, an
extra non-dispersive flat band with a binding energy of 40 meV was also present
[Fig. 5.4(a)]. This feature was associated with the superconducting state of the
nominally doped bulk component since it disappeared above Tc and that a clear
gap was observed below Tc. The total photoemission intensity was then broken
down into two separate signals as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The coexistence of metal-
licity and superconductivity in YBCO is explained by the absence of a natural
cleavage plane. The most preferable cleavage bond is between the CuO chains
and BaO planes [189, 190] leading to two terminations [Fig. 5.4(c)]. Since the
CuO chain controls the doping level of the CuO2 planes, cleaving YBCO results
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Figure 5.4: Coexistence of superconducting and metallic components when cleaving
YBCO single crystals. (a) Experimental spectrum comprising the contri-
bution from normal and superconducting states. (b) Simulation of the
spectrum shown in (a) where the signal is split into two photoemission sig-
nals coming from the superconducting and overdoped (metallic) bilayer.
The bottom most and middle images correspond to the superconducting
and metallic phases, respectively. The topmost image is their sum, which
agrees very well with the experimental spectrum (a). (c) Schematic struc-
ture of the cleaved crystal. The doping of the CuO2 bilayer closest to
the surface is modified due to the presence of both CuO chains and BaO
layers, while the next bilayer remains unimpaired and retains supercon-
ductivity [188].
in a change of doping in the topmost bilayers. Further, since the cleaved surface
is unstable, electronic reconstruction takes place in order to avoid the so-called
”polar catastrophe” and thus, leads to an overdoped FS. Shortly after, the same
observation and conclusion were made by an other group [191].
To avoid the problem of overdoped surface, Hossain et al. [192] proposed an al-
ternative way by in situ evaporation of alkali metals, such as potassium (K) onto
a cleaved surface. By absorbing K atoms, the self-hole-doping of the cleaved
polar surfaces of YBCO is reduced since this process corresponds to doping the
cleaved surface with electrons. The experiment was performed on twinned ortho-
II YBCO6.5, which displays the particular alternating filled and empty chains, as
already mentioned in Chapter 2. The ortho-II phase have been in the center of
attention since quantum oscillations experiments under magnetic field detected
the existence of small Fermi surface pockets [30–34]. Moreover, due to the or-
dered oxygen vacancies within the chain layers, a folding of the CuO2 planes is
expected from band calculations [193–195]. Figure 5.5 shows the FS evolution of
the ortho-II YBCO6.5 as function of K evaporation. The as-cleaved FS [Fig. 5.5(a)]
is constituted of four large hole pockets indicating an overdoped surface. When
doping slightly the cleaved surface with electrons, the CuO chains running along
both (0,pi) and (pi, 0) directions becomes more visible [Fig. 5.5(b)] and the area
of the BB and AB FS sheets decreases. By doping the surface even more with
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Figure 5.5: Ortho-II YBCO6.5 Fermi surface evolution as function of electron doping.
(a) ARPES Fermi surface of as-cleaved YBCO6.5, exhibiting an overdoped
FS with an effective hole doping p = 0.28 per planar Cu atom. (b)-(c) By
evaporating potassium on the same cleaved surface, electrons are trans-
ferred to the topmost CuO2 bilayer and the corresponding Fermi surfaces
become progressively more underdoped. At heavy K-deposition (c), the
ARPES intensity reduces to the 1D CuO-chain FS and four disconnected
nodal CuO2 Fermi arcs. The hole doping is estimated as p = 0.11 from
the area of the chain FS [192].
electrons [Fig. 5.5(c)], the chain bands become clearer and the large FS sheets
are reduced to simple arcs. The doping of the surface is estimated from the FS
area of the chains and corresponds to a hole doping p ≈ 0.11 meaning an oxygen
content equal to YBCO6.5. However, the pockets reported from quantum oscilla-
tions experiments were not found. Although the method of Hossain et al. gives
the possibility of measuring an underdoped YBCO surface, the essential order-
ing of oxygen-vacancies was not fulfilled, which is most likely the reason why the
predicted band folding was not detected.
To overcome this cleaving problem and to obtain a good control of the surface ter-
mination, another solution is adopted in this work: to grow YBCO films in situ.
As explained in Chapter 3, to provide high-quality, c-axis oriented YBCO films,
the PLD technique is the most suitable growing technique for HTSC materials. In
addition, it gives the opportunity to gain control of surface termination (chain or
plane), thickness, strain effects, (un-)twinning, and oxygen content. Depending
of the film-substrate interface, the polar catastrophe of HTSC materials can be
neutralized by electronic charge transfer through the interface [196]. This model
has already been suggested for LaAlO3 (LAO) films grown on SrTiO3 (STO)
(LAO/STO). Here, the alternation of charge layers causes a build-up of electric
potential Velec, which cannot be sustained [197,198]. The polarity of the material
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Figure 5.6: Schematic explaining how the polar surface of YBCO can be neutralized
with the help of the substrate. (a) Stacking sequence for the deposition of
YBCO on SrTiO3 substrate when the first layer corresponds a BaO plane.
The charge of each layer is also indicated. Considering two CuO2 and the
Y planes result in a negative charge of -σ and +σ for BaO and CuO chains
layers. (b) From charge point of view, the growth can be considered as
an alternation of positive and negative σ resulting in a divergent build-up
potential Velec and so, a polar surface. (c) To compensate this instability,
electronic charges are transferred from the surface to the interface. The
surface polarity is then canceled and the potential Velec does not diverge.
is then canceled by charge transfer though the TiO2 plane at the interface, by
either oxygen doping or structural deformation. Since the YBCO films studied in
this work are grown on TiO2 terminated STO substrates and have a CuO chains
surface termination, it implies a BaO/TiO2 interface with a stacking sequence cor-
responding to Fig. 5.6(a). The layered structure of YBCO consists of alternating
units having negative and positive charges, which means a divergent build-up of
potential Velec [Fig. 5.6(b)]. The surface polarity is canceled by transfer of charges
from the YBCO layers into the TiO2 bonds of the STO substrate. This is equiv-
alent to the creation of oxygen vacancies. Further, to minimize its surface energy
the oxygen vacancies in YBCO are driven to order themselves to the most stable
configuration. Consequently, the potential Velec does not diverge and the charges
transfer from the surface to the interface result in a natural reduction of holes in
the topmost CuO2 layer [Fig. 5.6(c)].
To summarize, ARPES studied on YBCO compound is not an easy task essentially
due to its polar surface. The approach adopted by Hossain et al. is promising
but have some limits from an experimental point of view. For example, after
evaporation of K atoms onto the cleaved surface, the sample cannot be warmed
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up without losing K and thus, studies such as the evolution of the superconducting
gap as function of temperature, cannot be performed. The film growth presents a
real advantage since, once grown, the sample is stable and can be measured under
different experimental conditions. In the next section, ARPES results on in situ
grown YBCO films are presented.
5.2 Results on YBCO films
5.2.1 Antinode, off-node and node
By a direct in situ transfer between the PLD and ARPES UHV chambers, we have
been able to measure YBCO films as grown (without cleaving). Figure 5.7(a,e,i)
show typical ARPES spectra acquired at the antinodal, off-nodal and nodal points
which are indicated by cut ¬, ­ and ® [Fig. 5.7(h)], respectively. All the spectra
were obtained at T = 10 K using a photon-energy hν = 70 eV to maximize their
intensity.
Antinodal cut ¬: Figure 5.7(a) shows the antinodal spectrum where two strong
dispersive features are clearly observable. Between these two bands, a weak dis-
persion is also distinguishable. Figure 5.7(d) shows the first derivative of the
antinodal spectrum. Two dispersive parabolic bands are clearly visible having
their bottom around 300 and 10 meV, respectively. In analogy with another
bilayer compound (Bi2212) and from previous ARPES experiments on YBCO
single crystals, one can find the typical parabolic-like behavior of the plane de-
rived bonding and antibonding bands. In Fig. 5.7(a) it is possible to observe four
supplementary weaker bands that were not present in previous ARPES measure-
ments. From the appearance it seems like the supplementary bands are created by
a folding of the main bands. This would be coherent with the extra lines/points in
our RHEED/LEED pattern shown in Chapter 3, that point towards an unit-cell
doubling. Figure 5.7(b) shows the momentum distribution curve (MDC) obtained
at the Fermi level (EF). The MDC is composed of six peaks corresponding of
the BB/AB bands and the folded bands. The six peaks are fitted by Lorentzians
represented by the red dashed curves and blue solid line. Figure 5.7(c) represents
the energy distribution curve (EDC) acquired at the Fermi wavevector (kF), i.e.
maximum of the MDC at EF), where no sharp quasiparticle peaks (QP) are ob-
servable. However, taking into account the leading edge of both EDCs, one can
suspect the presence of a superconducting gap, which would be coherent since the
measurement were performed at T < Tc. Details on the superconducting gap will
be presented in section 5.2.3.
Off-nodal cut ­: Figure 5.7(e) shows the off-nodal spectrum and the corre-
sponding cut is indicated in the FS [Fig. 5.7(h)]. Similar to the antinodal spec-
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Figure 5.7: (a,e,i) ARPES spectra acquired at cut ¬, ­, ® in k-space as indicated
by the lines in (h). (b,f,j) Momentum distribution curves (MDC) at the
Fermi level (EF ) and a Lorentzian fit (solid blue and dashed red lines)
corresponding to (a,e,i), respectively. (c,g,k) Energy distribution curves
(EDC) at kF and T = 10 K for the cuts indicated in the spectra (dashed
blue and green lines) (a,e,i). (d) First derivative of the antinode spectrum
in (a). Two dispersive bands can be observed having the bottom around
300 and 10 meV, respectively. (h) Near-Fermi level EF, spectral inten-
sity map acquired at a photon energy of 70 eV with energy integration
of ARPES spectra over a ± 5 meV window about EF. The black cuts
represent the spectra shown in (a,e,i). (l) Position of the MDC’s maxima
(top) and their widths (bottom) as function of binding energy. Dashed
orange curve shows the deviation of the dispersion and the solid red line
the position of the low-energy kink E0 ≈ 60 meV.
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trum, one can see four weaker features, which are even more clear in the MDC
at EF and fitted with four Lorentzians (red dashed curves and blue solid line in
Fig. 5.7(f). Contrary to the antinodal spectrum, the EDC displays a sharp QP
peak [Fig. 5.7(g)]. Such peak only appears in the superconducting state and is
associated with the establishment of superconducting phase coherence. Moreover,
considering the off-nodal spectrum [Fig. 5.7(e)], one can clearly observe that the
bands do not cross the Fermi level, which indicates the presence of a supercon-
ducting gap. The off-nodal cut is interesting since it is placed at the end of the
so-called Fermi arc. This will be developed later when describing the temperature
dependent measurements (section 5.2.4).
Nodal cut ®: Figure 5.7(i) shows the nodal spectrum where two dispersive fea-
tures are clearly visible. In the nodal direction, previous ARPES experiments
on single crystals reported a clear observation of the so-called bilayer splitting,
which is not the case here. As mentioned before, the bilayer splitting is highly
sensitive to the photon energy [183]. One can consider that the photon energy
used in this work is not the most suitable one to study this effect. Figure 5.7(j,k)
shows the MDC and EDC obtained at EF and kF, respectively. Two sharp and
single peaks are clearly distinguishable. The MDC peaks are fitted using a dou-
ble Lorentzian function and by plotting the positions of the MDC’s maxima as
function of binding energy, the dispersion can be extracted [Fig. 5.7(l) top]. A
clear deviation in the dispersion is observed corresponding to the presence of the
so-called low-energy kink E0 ≈ 60 meV. To confirm the presence of E0, the half-
width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the MDC is plotted as function of the binding
energy [Fig. 5.7(l) bottom]. Since the MDC width is directly proportional to the
imaginary part of the self-energy (scattering-rate), a change is expected. From
Figure 5.7(l), the kink energy E0 = 60 meV and the quadratic low energy be-
havior is also observed (curvature at low binding energy), which clearly indicates
the presence of quasiparticles [186]. Figure 5.7(k) shows an EDC acquired at kF,
where a small and sharp QP peak is clearly visible.
By comparing the nodal and antinodal EDCs [Fig. 5.7(c) and (k)] with previous
ARPES experiments [199, 200], one can presume that the surface of the current
YBCO film is underdoped. Indeed, the small and sharp nodal QP peak and its
absence at the antinode is considered a common feature for lightly hole-doped
cuprates. This could be expected on YBCO films since creation of oxygen vacan-
cies on the top-most layer is necessary to cancel the surface polarity. This results
in an underdoped surface even through the bulk is optimally doped. Further sup-
port is found when comparing the value of E0 [Fig. 5.7(l)] with previous data
obtained from other HTSC families [159,185], which also points toward an under-
doped YBCO surface. To approximate the hole-concentration of the surface, one
can assume the validity of the Luttinger theorem in the underdoped region of the
phase diagram and estimate the hole number from the FS area [201, 202]. Other
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estimations of the hole doping can also be deduced via Tc of the surface, e.g. by
performing temperature dependent measurements of the off-nodal cut and observe
at which temperature the SC gap closes. Further, the existence of a pseudogap
would also be a strong argument for an underdoped scenario. These points will
be developed in the following subsections (5.2.4 and 5.2.5).
5.2.2 Fermi surface and energy maps
By acquiring ARPES spectra for multiple momentum cuts, we have successfully
mapped out the FS of the YBCO film. Figure 5.7(h) and the upper left cor-
ner of Fig. 5.8 show the FS measured at hν = 70 eV and integrated ± 5 meV
around EF. The FS clearly displays four hole-like barrels corresponding to the
CuO2 planes while the CuO chains are only noticeable in the third Brillouin zone
(2pi, -2pi). In addition, centered around each barrels, slightly weaker pocket-like
features (square) are visible. These can be directly connected to the folded bands
seen in the antinodal/off-nodal spectra [Fig. 5.7(a,e)] and the unit cell doubling
mentioned earlier (Chapter 3). To make things easier, the reconstruction is put
aside in the initial discussion.
From local-density approximation (LDA) the expected YBCO FS is composed
of three components corresponding of the one-dimensional CuO chains, and the
bonding and antibonding CuO2 plane bands [182, 203]. When looking at the FS
of the YBCO film, it is obvious that the bilayer splitting reported in previous
measurements [177, 183, 188, 191, 192] is missing. However, for optimally doped
cuprates the existence of the bilayer splitting remains unclear [204]. In fact, from
a recent ARPES experiment based on a wide doping range of YBCO single crys-
tals, Fournier et al. [205] demonstrated that the bilayer splitting is progressively
reduced upon underdoping. In fact, below p ≈ 0.15, only the bonding CuO2 band
remains and the antibonding, detected in the overdoped regime, vanishes. The
underdoped FS of YBCO is, hence, composed of CuO chains and square-like bar-
rels bonding CuO2 plane. In addition, the authors observed a clear loss of spectral
weight of the nodal quasiparticle when going from the overdoped to underdoped
regime, which confirmed prior results obtained on other cuprate families [199,200].
Taking into account the weak presence of the bilayer splitting with the small or
absence of spectral weight in the nodal and antinodal QP peaks, the surface of
the present YBCO films should be underdoped. Finally, presuming the validity
of the Fermi liquid theory in the underdoped region of the phase diagram, the
surface hole doping (psurf) extracted from the FS area psurf = 0.1 ± 0.02, which
corresponds to an oxygen content n = 7 - δ ≈ 6.5, i.e. YBCO6.5. Further support
is also found when comparing the FS volume of the YBCO film with the one of
Hossain et al. for a surface hole doping corresponding to p ≈ 0.1 [192] [Fig. 5.5(c)].
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Figure 5.8: Spectral intensity maps of the YBCO film at different binding energies EB.
The maps are obtained by energy integration of ARPES spectra ± 5 meV
around EB. At higher energy, the band folding is more visible and the
one-dimensional character of the FS becomes predominant.
Since the hole concentration of the YBCO film has been determined, let us now
consider the extra bands centered around (pi, pi). Theoretically, a folding of the
FS related to the CuO2 planes has been suggested for the ortho-II ordered bulk
phase of YBCO6.5 [193–195]. Indeed, the highly ordered ortho-II phase, with
an average hole doping p ≈ 0.1 and Tc ≈ 60 K, is characterized by a peri-
odic alternation of filled and empty CuO chains along the b-axis. This causes
an unit cell doubling along the a direction and a reduction of the Brillouin zone
with a folding of the bands. For YBCO films, this scenario is plausible since
the oxygen vacancies created to neutralize the polarity tend to order themselves
to minimize its surface energy [24, 25]. In this respect, oxygen vacancy ordering
within every second/alternating CuO chain would affect at least the top-most
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Figure 5.9: (a-c) Band structure of YBCO for the fully oxygenated Ortho-I, the folded
Ortho-I and the Ortho-II. (d-f) Fermi surfaces corresponding to the band
calculations (a-c). The FS were integrated around the Fermi level within
an energy window of ± 20 meV. (Adapted from [194])
underlying CuO2 plane resulting in a (2×1) surface reconstruction as indicated
by RHEED/LEED (Chapter 3). Such an effect would be clearly discernible in
surface sensitive measurement like ARPES, which has a probe-depth of approxi-
mately 5 A˚ at hν = 70 eV. Figure 5.8 shows the energy maps integrated around
different binding energies EB within a ± 5 meV window. The FS reconstruction,
slightly visible at 0 mev, becomes even more pronounce when increasing EB and
the CuO2 planes turns to be less 2D (square-like shape which looks more 1D). To
consider the effect of the ortho-II order on the electronic structure as only a simple
band folding along the a-axis, is a highly simplified picture. For instance, it has
been shown by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) that the vacancy order causes
a charge imbalance between the Cu atoms sitting below filled/empty chains [206].
Further, the 2a periodicity has a direct influence on the band structure [193,194].
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Figure 5.9(a) and (c) display the band calculation of the fully oxygenated YBCO
ortho-I (filled chain) and the ortho-II, respectively. To compare both ortho-I and
ortho-II, the ortho-I band calculation is folded in the reduced ortho-II BZ cre-
ated by the unit cell doubling along the a-axis [Fig. 5.9(b)]. When evaluating
Fig. 5.9(b) and (c), it is easy to notice that some of the features of the ortho-
II are not reproduced. For instance, along the Gamma-Y line [Fig. 5.9(c)], the
first band crossing EF corresponds to the CuO chain following by the AB and
B bands. By tracking the bands along the same Γ-Y line for the folded ortho-I
[Fig. 5.9(b)], the bands crossing EF corresponds to first the AB band, the double
chain bands resulting from the folding and the B band. Moreover, the CuO chain
seems more 1D in the ortho-II and has less dispersion compared to the ortho-I.
Table 5.1 summarized the band crossing at EF for Γ-Y , Y -S, S-X and Γ-X lines.
Figure 5.9(d-f) shows the Fermi surface expected for the ortho-I, folded ortho-I
and ortho-II, respectively. As seen for the ortho-I, the splitting of the bonding
and antibonding band is clearly visible and due to the 2a periodicity, these two
bands are further split into two in the folded ortho-I. In view of the FS obtained
for the folded ortho-I [Fig. 5.9(e)] and the ortho-II [Fig. 5.9(f)], the dissimilarities
are obvious. Nevertheless, one common feature can be noticed: the small hole
pocket centered around the S point in the ortho-I which does not seem to be
perturbed by the band folding. A simple shift to the Y point can be observed
both in the folded ortho-I and ortho-II Fermi surfaces [Fig. 5.9(e,f)]. From the
band calculation, this pocket should be due to a fairly flat CuO-BaO band arising
mainly from hopping between the chain oxygen sites via the apical oxygen site in
the BaO layer [182]. However, experimentally, no hole pocket centered around S
has been reported.
Phase Γ-Y Y -S S-X∗ Γ-X
Ortho-I Ch AB, B, P P, B, Ch, AB Ø
Ortho-I Folded AB, Ch, Ch, B, P P, AB, B B, AB, Ch Ø
Ortho-II Ch, AB, B, P P, AB, B B, AB, Ch Ø
Table 5.1: Bands crossing EF for the ortho-I, folded ortho-I and ortho-II phases along
the Γ-Y , Y -S, S-X and Γ-X lines [Fig. 5.9]. The bands are symbolized by
Ch = chain, AB = antibonding, B = bonding and P = pocket arising from
CuO-BaO bands centered around the S and Y points for the ortho-I and
ortho-II, respectively. The Ø symbol means that no bands are crossing EF
and ∗ is for the folded ortho-I where X-S is X ′-S′ in Fig. 5.9(b,e).
Let us now focus on the influence of the 2a periodicity of the ortho-II band fold-
ing. Bascones et al. theoretically demonstrated that for the ortho-II phase, the
bonding (B) and antibonding (AB) bands of YBCO6.5 are each split into two
bands [193]: the intra- and inter- pair splitting, α and β, essentially due to the
interlayer coherence and oxygen ordering. From LDA calculations, this results in
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four planar bands appearing in two pairs with a k-dependency of the α and β
bands. In addition, a quasi-1D character of the β bands is expected. Without
the unit cell doubling and the ordered YBCO phase, these bands are normally
degenerated and consequently neglected.
To describe the low-energy excitations in HTSC, a tight-binding model of the
dispersion k is widely used. The planar dispersion is then defined by:
(k) = −2t(cos kx + cos ky) + 4t′ cos kx cos ky
− 2t”(cos 2kx + cos 2ky)− µ, (5.1)
where µ is the chemical potential, t is the nearest neighbor hopping integral, t′ and
t” the second and third nearest-neighbor intraplane hopping integrals, respectively.
However, the dispersion described in equation (5.1) does not take into account the
unit cell doubling along the a-axis and thus, the band folding is not reproduced.
In order to fit the FS of the YBCO films, the reduction of the Brillouin zone with
the corresponding splitting of the bands and the ortho-II potential V induced by
the alternation of filled and empty chains should be considered [193]. The ortho-II
planar dispersion is characterized by:
AB,Bα,β (k) = −2t cos ky − 2t”(cos 2kx + cos 2ky)
− µ± t⊥(k)±
[






where t⊥ is the interlayer hopping integral (bilayer splitting). The first and second
plus/minus signs set the AB/B bands and the α/β bands, respectively. Here, V
is set constant since in LDA calculations the ortho-II potential is only slightly k-
dependent near the nodes. Further, t⊥ is neglected (t⊥ = 0 meV) since the splitting
of the planar B and AB bands cannot be distinguished in the data and since the
existence of the bilayer splitting remains unclear for underdoped YBCO [205].
The hopping integrals t, t′ and t” are set free as fitting parameters. Considering
equation (5.2) and above mentioned approximation, we fit the FS of the film and
obtained the following parameters: t = 558 ± 0.05 meV, t′/t = 0.49 ± 0.03,
t”/t′ = 0.5 ± 0.03, µ/t = -0.842 ± 0.09, and V = 75 meV.
Figure 5.10(a) shows the calculated FS of ortho-II sample considering the tight-
binding parameters mentioned above. In the reduced Brillouin zone kx ∈(-pi/2,
pi/2), ky ∈(-pi, pi), the ortho-II FS is composed of the 2D α bands with the 1D β
band running along the kx direction. The 2a periodicity induces a drastic change
of the electronic structure resulting in a different FS. Considering that the film is
twinned, the FS is folded along both (pi/2, 0)-(pi/2, pi) as well as (0, pi/2)-(pi, pi/2)
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Figure 5.10: Tight-binding Fermi surface (FS) for ortho-II YBCO6.5 calculated using
Eq. (5.2). (b) Same as (a) but after the addition of a second, 90◦ rotated,
domain caused by the twinning (black lines). (c) Simulated spectral in-
tensity map at EF. The upper right quadrant shows the experimental
data and the filled circles represent kF as determined from a Lorenztian
fits of the MDCs at EF. (d) Overlay of experimentally determined kF
(filled circles) and calculated ortho-II FS from (b). (e) Simulated antin-
odal, off-nodal and nodal dispersions of the three cuts taken at the same
location than in Fig. 5.7(h).
lines. Fig. 5.10(b) shows the calculated FS for a twinned ortho-II sample (black
solid lines represent the twinned FS) and Fig. 5.10(c), the corresponding simulated
intensity map at 0 meV with an energy broadening of 25 meV (experimental
resolution). The upper-right quadrant represents the experimental data and the
filled circles are extracted from a Lorenztian fits of the MDCs at EF at different
k-momenta. The simulated intensity map of the twinned ortho-II sample has
been established using the fact that the intensity is proportional to the spectral
function [I(k, ω) ∝ A(k, ω)] and for simplicity, the momentum dependence have
been neglected. Figure 5.10(d) shows the symmetrized filled circles1 with the
calculated twinned FS. By overlaying the model onto the experimental data we
see an excellent agreement at 0 meV but also at higher binding energy2 [Fig. 5.11].
1The symmetrization of the filled circle have been done with respect to the crystal structure.
2From the experimental data, above EB = 250 meV, the energy maps are broadened and the
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Figure 5.11: Tight-binding fit of the energy maps at different binding energy. The
white and black lines represent the β and α bands, respectively.
However, it is important to specify that the tight-binding model used here does not
take into account the 1D CuO chains. Considering the chain electronic structure,
one could also expect a folding along the (pi/2, 0)-(pi/2, pi) line. But, since the
dispersion of the chain-related bands are evidently along the b-direction (assuming
no dispersion along a), a doubling along the a-direction will only fold the bands
on top of themselves, rendering this effect invisible to ARPES measurement.
Compound Tc [K] t [eV] t
′/t t”/t′ µ/t
Films YBCO ∼ 65 0.558 0.49 0.5 -0.842
Single crystals ortho-II YBCO [193] ∼ 60 0.36 0.4 0.5 -0.866
Table 5.2: Comparison of the tight-binding parameters of YBCO ortho-II films and
single crystals.
reconstruction is difficult to distinguish. However, at high energy, the 1D feature is visible
and the matching between this experimental feature and the calculated bands is considered.
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To compare the hopping parameters with the literature, table (5.2) displays the
tight-binding parameters derived from the YBCO film presented in this work and
the calculated one for YBCO6.5 ortho-II bulk phase [193]. Note that the Tc of the
film is deduced from temperature dependent experiments done on a specific cut
of the FS (see section 5.2.4). Since the surface of the film is underdoped, it is
expected that Tc of YBCO6.5 surface is lower that the one obtained for the bulk,
which was determined from the resistivity measurement (Chapter 3). The t value
extracted from the YBCO film is much larger than the one suggested for the ortho-
II phase. This implies a large ratio t′/t, which is coherent with the square like FS
shape [207, 208]. This large ratio of t′/t could be connected to structural effect
due to a change of the Cu-O planar or the Cu-O apical distances [209,210]. This
effect cannot be excluded since it has been confirmed by RHEED/LEED that the
YBCO surface of the film displays a clear (2×1) reconstruction. For t”/t′ and µ/t
ratios, these values are in good agreement with the ortho-II phase but also similar
to other cuprates [208,210–212]. Moreover, considering the doping level measured
in other YBCO single crystals [208], the hole concentration corresponding to the
ratio µ/t is p ≈ 0.095, which is consistent with the hole doping psurf deduced from
the FS area of the YBCO film.
Finally, to confirm that the hopping parameters extracted from the fitting are
robust, we proceeded with a simple test by manually changing µ and t′ alterna-
tively. So, the ratio µ/t, t′/t and t”/t′ are fixed to other values and we observed
how the bands evolve (see Appendix A). From this basic check, we clearly see
that for other ratios, the calculated bands do not match the experimental data.
Further, Appendix B also presents the simulated intensity maps as function of
binding energy for parameters extracted from the YBCO film FS.
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The main conclusion of the two last subsections is that since the
YBCO films have an optimally doped bulk (pbulk= 0.18 ± 0.004),
the hole doping deduced from the Fermi surface area shows
that the surface is indeed underdoped (psurf = 0.1 ± 0.02) corre-
sponding to an oxygen content of n ≈ 6.5. By growing oxygen-
ordered YBCO films by PLD, a clear surface representation of
underdoped YBCO6.5 ortho-II band folding is made evident by
ARPES. The results hereby undoubtedly confirm theoretical ex-
pectations [193–195]. This can be connected to the (2×1) surface
reconstruction caused by ordered oxygen vacancies that help to
stabilize the YBCO surface. This clearly highlights the impor-
tance of having not only the correct carrier-concentration, but
also a very well ordered and clean surface to facilitate ARPES
data representative of the compound’s true nature. Further,
the position of the low-energy E0 kink, the small and sharp
nodal quasiparticle peak and its absence at the antinode are in
agreement with previous experiments performed on lightly hole
doped cuprates [159, 185, 199, 200]. Finally, the weak presence
of the bilayer splitting in our data can also be connected to the
underdoped surface of the YBCO film, which supports recent
observations [205].
5.2.3 Momentum dependence of the quasiparticle peak
and superconducting order parameter
This section is devoted to study the detailed characteristics of the YBCO6.5 ortho-
II surface. An investigation of the superconducting state such as the evolution of
the QP peak as a function of k-momentum and the nature of the superconducting
gap is presented. All the data were recorded at a photon energy of hν = 70 eV
with circular polarized light. The sample was permanently in electrical and ther-
mal contact with a polycrystalline copper sample holder used as reference and
the experimental resolution was set to 15-18 meV. Figure 5.12(a) shows selected
EDCs measured along the FS at different kF . The position of the EDCs in k-space
is represented in Fig. 5.12(c) where the solid black line is the tight-binding fit of
the intensity map at EF integrated over a ± 5 meV window and ϕ corresponds
to the Fermi surface angle with ϕ = 0◦ for (0, -pi). The nodal and antinodal cuts
correspond to cuts ¬ and ³, respectively. At the antinode, the EDC shows a
fairly weak coherence peak with high background level. When moving towards
the nodal point, the coherence peak intensity evolves and gets sharp in width
(EDC ®, ¯, °, ±, ²). However, in the vicinity of the (0, 0)-(pi, pi) line, the peak
seems to be suppressed and broadened (EDCs ¬, ­, ®). This evolution of the QP
peak as function of k-momentum is atypical from prior observations. Generally,
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Figure 5.12: (a) Energy distribution curves acquired at different k-momentum and
their symmetrization curves (b). (c) Location of the EDCs along the
Fermi surface. (d) Gap profile as function of the Fermi surface angle
ϕ. The solid blue and red curves represent the angular variation of the
SC gap for a d-wave order parameter ∆k and for a SC gap taking into
account the effect of the band folding ∆(k+Q), respectively.
in UD cuprates, the spectral weight has a maximum near the node and drops off
rapidly when approaching the antinode where it is suppressed and finally vanishes,
resulting in a broad line-shape with a weak shoulder near EF [199,213]. By inves-
tigating the exact k-momentum at which the QP emerges (cut ¯ in Fig. 5.12(c)),
it is noticeable that the increasing of the spectral weight does not coincide with
the overlapping of the main and twinned folded bands. Indeed, cut ¬, ­ and
® are placed exactly where the bands lie on top of each other and here, a much
weaker QP is clearly observed. When moving away from the overlapping bands,
the QP emerges and the evolution of the spectral weight behaves as expected for
an UD sample that is decreasing of the QP spectral weight when moving towards
the antinode and then increasing again towards the other nodal point (EDCs ´,
µ, ]).
Despite the unexpected evolution of the low-energy spectral weight along the FS,
the QP peak maintains a distinct structure in momentum space, which gives the
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possibility to determine the peak position. The black thick lines in Fig. 5.12(a)
is a guide for the eyes indicating the location of the QP peak for each EDC.
Starting from EDC ¬ to EDC ³, we easily see that the peak position tends to
move towards higher binding energy indicating an opening of the SC gap with
a maximum at the antinode. Then, when crossing the antinode, the peak posi-
tion again moves closer to EF, which corresponds a smaller gap (EDC ´ to EDC
]). This clearly demonstrates an evolution of the gap magnitude as function of
k-momentum, which agrees with an anisotropic gap. However, considering the
nodal EDC ¬, we can distinguish the presence of a gap, which is unexpected since
by definition a node represents a point on the FS, where the gap is zero.
In order to evaluate the magnitude of the superconducting gap, the EDCs are
symmetrized with respect to the Fermi level (procedure described in Chapter 4).
Figure 5.12(b) displays the symmetrized EDCs where the evolution of the gap
becomes even more obvious. Indeed, by extracting the energy position of the co-
herence peak in the symmetrized EDCs at kF , the gap magnitude is evaluated.
The maximum amplitude is detected at the antinode with ∆Antinode = 52 ± 4 meV
(EDC ³) and then, decreases progressively to reach a minimum value of ∆Node
= 20 ± 2 meV at the node (EDC ¬). This evolution of the SC gap confirms
the anisotropy and can be considered as a dx2−y2-wave like gap symmetry even
if a ”nodeless” character is perceived. Figure 5.12(d) represents the gap magni-
tude as function of ϕ. The blue ∆k and red ∆k+Q curves
3 represent the angu-
lar variation of the SC gap ∆k expected from a d-wave order parameter with a
[cos(kx)− cos(ky)] form around a conventional hole-like pocket. Considering the
ortho-II band folding, the SC gap ∆(k+Q) should be translated by a wavevector
Q = (pi, 0). The colored circles correspond to the gap value extracted from each
symmetrized EDC shown in Fig. 5.12(b) as function of ϕ. For commodity, all the
cuts have been transposed into the (0, 0)-(pi, -pi) quadrant of the FS and then,
symmetrized around ϕ = 45◦. Within the error bars, the extracted gap magnitude
follows quite well the simulated curves and the nodeless feature detected in the
measurement is reproduced.
The nodeless behavior presented in this work can have several different origins.
The most simple and obvious explanation would be the overlapping of bands
around the (pi, pi) line. Due to the lack of resolution, the distinction between the
main and twinned folded bands around this region is delicate and thus, it is not
unlikely that we strayed onto the folding band when measuring the gap. Prior
ARPES experiment on BiSCO reported a similar case. Here, early measurements
on Bi2212 revealed a gap along the (pi, pi) line [68,69,214], which was later demon-
strated to be an artifact created by the superlattice band [165]. The main and
superlattice bands are very close around the nodal point and can be distinguished
experimentally, resulting in a finite gap along the (pi, pi) line. However, recent
3The simulation shown in Fig. 5.12(d) (blue and red curves) was done by Dr. Michael R.
Norman.
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laser ARPES experiment4 on optimally doped untwinned YBCO single crystal re-
ported the existence of a gap along the (pi, pi) line direction and a similar behavior
of the QP peak along the FS [215]. In this measurement, no FS reconstruction
was detected and the authors attributed the nodeless feature to a d + is-wave
parameter, which implies a time reversal symmetry broken state [61,216].
Another possible effect that can create a nodeless behavior in both YBCO film
and single crystal, is a significant microscopic roughness of the surface arising
from the thickness of the film (Chapter 3) or cleavage. Such roughness may dis-
turb the conservation law of the photoelectron momentum at the zone boundary,
resulting in an averaged gap value around the nodal point. However, this would
also imply a broader off-nodal than the nodal peak, which is inconsistent with
our data [Fig. 5.12(a), EDCs ®, ¯, °]. Another alternative is the presence of a
pseudogap in under and optimally doped YBCO [217, 218] where recent studies
insist that a hidden order phase, such as charge/spin density waves [219] or time
reversal symmetry broken staggered current flux states [77,220], coexists with the
SC phase below T∗. The nodeless behavior could then be associated with the
pseudogap phase where a novel unconventional state is realized. However, this
connection cannot be clarified at present time and supplementary experimental
and theoretical studies are necessary.
An interesting factor, which is usually not taken into account, is the three-dimensional
(3D) electronic structure of YBCO that can play a relevant issue when considering
an electron pairing along the kz direction. From (110) oriented YBCO film, planar
tunneling conductance have revealed spontaneous surface-induced broken time-
reversal symmetry, implying an s-wave contribution to the gap symmetry [221].
Moreover, muon spin rotation (µ+SR) studies have also put forward the possible
existence of an s-wave component along the c-axis [222]. At current time, to the
best of our knowledge, the kz-dependent superconducting component has not yet
been detected and more development of experimental technique, e.g soft X-ray
ARPES, is needed. Finally, an important difference between YBCO and other
cuprates is the existence of the CuO chains structure, which could influence the
gap symmetry. In this work, we clearly see that the order within the chains has
a major influence on the CuO2 planes and a degeneration of the order parameter
due to the ortho-II band folding cannot be ruled out. In fact, it is likely that the
presence of the 2a periodic potential breaks the four-fold rotational symmetry of
the d-wave gap, which would create a shift of the nodal point. In this case, what
is usually considered as the node in typical HTSC is not anymore valid. More
theoretical and experimental investigations are evidently required.
4A laser ARPES experiment is considered to be more bulk sensitive. The typical photon energy
is ∼7 eV resulting in an escape depth for the electron of ∼ 100 A˚ [121].
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To summarize, the k-dependence of the superconducting gap
was investigated for the YBCO6.5 ortho-II surface. The max-
imum amplitude of the gap is found at the antinodal point
(∆Antinode = 52 ± 4 meV) and then decreases progressively to
reach its minimum value at the node (∆node = 20 ± 2 meV). The
momentum dependence of the superconducting gap obtained for
the ortho-II surface is in line with an anisotropic gap. How-
ever, the origin of a nodeless feature is unclear even though the
breaking of the rotation symmetry of the d-wave gap due to the
presence of the 2a periodic potential and the overlapping of the
bands around the node seem the two most reasonable scenar-
ios. More precise measurements with better resolution should
be carried out to make any definite conclusion about the ori-
gin/presence of a gap along the (pi, pi) line.
5.2.4 Temperature dependence of the Superconducting
gap
In this section, we focus on the evolution of the superconducting gap as function
of temperature. Three cuts corresponding to the off-node, antinode and node
have been selected (same cuts as in Fig. 5.7). The measurement was performed
with hν = 70 eV and circular polarized light. The sample was permanently in
electrical and thermal contact with a polycrystalline copper sample holder used as
reference. For each temperature, a copper spectrum was acquired before and after
the YBCO data to determine the chemical potential and to check any drifts in
the photon energy. For convenience, the measurement was performed on cooling.
However, to ensure the validity of the experiment, for some temperature the data
were re-checked by warming up the sample again. No noticeable differences were
detected, and the data were hence considered reproducible.
Figure 5.13(a) displays the off-nodal spectrum measured at T =10 K. The black
dashed line represents the position of the EDC shown in Fig. 5.13(b) taken at kF .
Starting from T = 90 K and decreasing progressively the temperature to T = 10 K,
one can clearly see the emergence of a QP peak. At high temperature T = 90-
60 K, a fairly weak coherence peak is observed. Below T = 60 K, the spectral
weight of the QP peak evolves and gradually becomes sharper as the temperature
decreases. The progressive loss of coherence QP peak with increasing temperature
is a common feature in underdoped cuprates associated with the temperature
transition between the superconducting and pseudogap states5. Further, when
5The increase of temperature also plays an important factor in the broadening of the QP peak
and can not be negligible since I(k,ω) ∝ f(ω)A(k,ω), where f is the Fermi function and A the
spectral function.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Off-node spectrum corresponding to a Fermi surface angle ϕ = 32◦.
(b) EDC’s obtained at kF as function of the temperature. (c) Sym-
metrized EDC’s to estimated the gap size. At T = 70 K the gap is
closed indicating that the Tc of the surface is underdoped compared to
the bulk. (d) Magnitude of the off-nodal gap ∆off−Node as function of the
temperature.
taking into account the position of the QP peak, it is noticeable that the EDC
peak approaches EF when increasing the temperature, which suggests a closing of
the superconducting gap. In order to estimate the gap value and to observe the
evolution, all the EDC are symmetrized with respect to EF . Figure 5.13(c) displays
the symmetrized EDCs for T =10-90 K. For T =10-60 K a clear SC gap is observed,
which decreases in amplitude when the temperature is increased. Indeed, for
T = 10 K and T = 60 K the gap magnitude is estimated as ∆10K = 22 ± 3 meV
and ∆60K = 16 ± 2 meV, respectively. At T = 70 K, the gap obviously disappears
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indicating a critical temperature Tc ≈ 65 K of the YBCO film surface. This is
in good agreement with the hole doping deduced earlier from the FS area. To
ensure that the gap is closing, a supplementary temperature above Tc (T = 90 K)
is measured where no superconducting gap is detected. We can also see that the
loss of spectral weight observed in Fig 5.13(b) is directly related to the closing of
the SC gap. Figure 5.13(d) summarized the temperature dependence of the gap
∆off−Node. By extracting the amplitude of the gap from the symmetrized EDC
[Fig. 5.13(c)], it is seen that ∆off−Node(T) decreases with T and vanishes when
passing Tc. The thick magenta line is a fit of the data using a d-wave gap function
defined by [223]:












where g(k¯) is a dimensional function of maximum unit amplitude describing the
angular variation of the gap on the Fermi surface and α and β are constants that
depend on the pairing state. For a two-dimensional d-wave, g(k¯) = cos(2φ),
with φ = 32◦ corresponding to the FS angle of the off-nodal cut, α = 4/3 and
β = 2.14 [224].
Figure 5.14: (a) Antinodal spectrum corresponding to a Fermi surface angle ϕ = 0◦.
(b) EDC’s obtained at kF as function of the temperature. (c) Sym-
metrized EDC’s to estimated the gap size. The (pseudo-)gap remains
open even at T > 70 K.
As for the off-nodal cut, the temperature dependence of the antinodal cut was
also performed. Figure 5.14(a) displays the antinodal spectrum at T = 10 K.
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The black line indicates the position of the EDC [Fig. 5.14(b)] acquired at the
maximum of the MDC. As mentioned previously, the coherent QP peak is weak
even in the superconducting state at low temperature (T = 10 K), which is a
common feature of underdoped cuprates. When increasing the temperature, it is
clear that the QP peak becomes broader and above T = 50 K, the coherent peak
is lost making the localization of the EDC peak delicate. However, considering
the position of the leading edge from EF for each EDCs, no clear shift can be
observed as function of temperature. To ensure this statement, the EDCs are
symmetrized [Fig. 5.14(c)]. Contrary to the off-nodal symmetrized spectra, the
gap magnitude does not seems to change (∆Antinode = 52 ± 4 meV) and does
not vanish even at T = 90 K. As we demonstrated earlier, the surface of the
YBCO film is underdoped, which implies the existence of a pseudogap state. The
two principal characteristics of the pseudogap is the presence of a persistent gap
above Tc around the antinodal region with a gapless region towards the node, i.e.
Fermi arcs. The closing of the gap for the off-nodal cut, which is near the nodal
point [Fig. 5.7(h)], and its perseverance for the antinodal one strongly suggest the
presence of the pseudogap state. A detail study of the pseudogap state will be
presented in the next section.
Figure 5.15(a) shows the nodal spectrum at T = 10 K with the black line indi-
cating the position of the EDC acquired at kF [Fig. 5.15(b)]. As for the off-nodal
cut, one can clearly see the evolution of the coherent peak as function of tempera-
ture. When moving into the SC state (T < 60 K), a clear and sharp QP develops.
Moreover, following the peak position of each EDC, it is obvious that the peak
shifts towards EF with increasing temperature, i.e closing of the gap along the (pi,
pi) direction. To evaluate the magnitude of the gap, the EDCs are symmetrized
[Fig. 5.15(c)]. Here, an unexpected feature can be observed: the gap detected at
T = 10 K with ∆Node = 18 ± 2 meV seems to vanish at T = 22 K. From Tc esti-
mated from the off-nodal cut, one should expect the gap along the (pi, pi) line to
disappear at the same temperature (∼ 65 K) and not at a much lower temperature.
To ensure the validity of the gap and its closing along the nodal direction, this
measurement was verified in three different YBCO films, at two different nodal
points, as well as on both heating and cooling. All samples displayed the same
behavior. Fig. 5.15(d) shows the variation of the gap magnitude as function of
temperature. The magenta line is a fit of the data using equation (5.3). From this
plot, it is evident that the gap amplitude decreases from T = 10 K to T = 15 K
and then vanishes at T = 22 K, showing a clear evolution of the gap. The dis-
crepancy in Tc between the nodal and off-nodal cuts could possibly be connected
to a lack of experimental resolution. Indeed, if the gap along the nodal direction
becomes too small and the resolution too broad with the temperature, we will see
a closed gap even though it is still open. This possibility should be considered
when observing the evolution of the coherent QP peak of the EDC as function of
temperature. Here, we notice that the spectral weight is still persistent even above
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Figure 5.15: (a) Nodal spectrum corresponding to a Fermi surface angle ϕ = 45◦. (b)
EDC’s obtained at kF as function of the temperature. (c) Symmetrized
EDC’s to estimated the gap size. (d) Magnitude of the gap ∆Node as
function of the temperature.
the extinction of the gap. It is at T = 60 K that the coherent peak is lost, which is
in line with the temperature dependence of the off-nodal spectrum. However, it is
worth noting that the temperature range at which the gap closes is comparable to
the so-called low-temperature kink (LTK) of the London penetration depth λab(T)
curve found in low-energy µ+SR investigation was performed on YBCO films and
single crystals [222]. Such deviation of the d-wave parameter was interpreted as a
mixture of (s+ d)-wave symmetry where the s-wave contribution prevails at very
low temperatures (T < TLTK). When T > TLTK , the main symmetry observed
is d-wave. For the YBCO films studied in this work, an initial low-energy µ+SR
experiment were performed and the results are described in Appendix C. The
LTK at T ≈ 20 K is found, which agrees well with previous µ+SR data of YBCO
single crystals and films [222, 225]. Nevertheless, at present time, no solid con-
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clusion/connection between the two techniques can be made since the low-energy
µ+SR measurement performed on our YBCO films need to be reproduced and
improved. Indeed, to obtain significant results with this technique, it is essential
that all the films are very well oriented and that the contribution of the substrate
is minimal.
To summarize, by extracting the temperature dependence of the
off-nodal, antinodal and nodal spectra, we managed to estimate
the Tc of the YBCO6.5 film, which is in agreement with the ortho-
II phase (Tc ≈ 65 K). The magnitude of the SC gap as function of
temperature is in line with a d-wave order parameter. Moreover,
the persisting antinodal gap above Tc and the closing of the off-
nodal cut, strongly suggest the existence of a pseudogap state.
Surprisingly, the gap along the (pi, pi) direction seems to display
a different temperature dependence and closes at a much lower
temperature. However, more investigations are needed before
drawing any definite conclusion.
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5.2.5 Pseudogap state
As observed for many HTSC, in the underdoped regime above the transition tem-
perature, a strange phase with unusual physical properties exists. As previously
mentioned, this so-called pseudogap state is characterized by a persistent energy
gap around the (pi, 0) region [43,150,151]. In addition, the so-called Fermi arc [136]
is present, centered around the (0,0)-(pi, pi) line. The relation between the pseu-
dogap and the superconducting states remains a central question in the HTSC
community [167]: Does the pseudogap derive from superconductivity itself or is it
a result from a competing order parameter? From this issue, two main scenarios
are developed. The so-called single gap scenario, which suggests that the pseudo-
gap is a form of precursor pairing that evolves into the phase-coherent SC state
at Tc [226]. The pseudogap is then a disordered pairing state with strong phase
fluctuations. The other picture is the two-gap scenario, which states that only the
Fermi arcs reflect the superconducting order whereas the energy gap set around
the antinodal region is from the pseudogap state. Recently, a quantitative analysis
of ARPES data have suggested that the PSG region is composed of the two coex-
istence states [227]. The first one consists to pair formation, which persists up to
an intermediate temperature called Tpair where Tpair < T
∗. The second is the PSG
state itself defined by the loss of spectral weight and anomalies in transport mea-
surements, which persists up to T∗. At present time, experimental investigations
could not furnish a final word [227–232] and thus, leaves the pseudogap state far
from being understood. However, further experiments on both superconducting
and pseudogap states on a series of HTSC samples is the best approach to make a
distinction between these theories. Most of the ARPES investigations made in the
pseudogap state were done on BiSCO and LSCO compounds [139, 229, 231, 233].
To the best of our knowledge, due to the overdoped surface in cleaved YBCO
samples, very few investigations of the pseudogap state were reported [205]. From
this point of view, the underdoped surface of the YBCO film studied in this the-
sis, gives a great opportunity to explore this mysterious phase. In what follows,
a quantitative study of the pseudogap state for YBCO6.5 surface is presented. A
k-momentum investigation is made and all data were obtained at T = 120 K in
the pseudogap state with a photon energy hν = 70 eV using circularly polarized
light. The sample was permanently in electrical and thermal contact with a poly-
crystalline copper sample holder used as reference and a copper spectrum was
regularly acquired to verify the stability of the photon energy.
To assure that the ortho-II order remains in the pseudogap state, we have acquired
spectra for multiple momentum cuts and mapped out the FS of the YBCO6.5 sur-
face at T = 120 K. Figure 5.16(a) displays the energy map at EF integrated over
a ± 5 meV window. The band folding causes by the reduced Brillouin zone of
the ortho-II is even more visible at high temperature, above the SC transition Tc
of the film. By following the highest intensity on the FS, one can easily see that
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Figure 5.16: (a) Spectral intensity map of the YBCO film integrated around the
Fermi level with an energy window of ± 5 meV. Data were acquired at
T = 120 K with a photon energy hν = 70 eV and circular polarized
light. The black solid line represents the cut of the antinodal spectrum
displayed in (b). (c) First derivative of the antinodal spectrum where two
dispersive bands can be observed having their bottom around 300 and
10 meV . (d) Momentum distribution curve (MDC) at the Fermi level
and a Lorentzian fit (solid blue and red dashed lines).
it corresponds to the nodal region where a gapless region (Fermi arcs) is found.
Figure 5.16(b-c) represents the antinodal spectrum and its first derivative. As
for the antinodal spectrum acquired at T = 10 K [Fig. 5.7(a-d)], the dispersive
parabolic bonding band is clearly visible having its bottom at EB ≈ 300 meV.
On the contrary, the intensity of the antibonding band is not as noticeable at
T = 120 K. As previously mentioned, the parabolic-like antibonding band is very
close to EF and due to the thermal broadening at high temperature, we can sup-
pose that the intensity of the band is simply blurred out making its distinction
delicate. However, by fitting the MDC at EF with Lorentzians [Fig. 5.16(d)], two
extra peaks are clearly discernable leaving no doubt about the presence of also
the antibonding band.
Figure 5.17(a,c) displays the EDCs obtained at different kF along the FS from
the nodal ¬ to the antinodal ² points [Fig. 5.17(e)]. A weak coherent peak is
noticeable for all cuts in k-space. From the temperature dependent measurement
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Figure 5.17: (a,c) Energy distribution curves obtained at different k-momentum
and their symmetrization curves in (b,d). (e) Location of the EDCs
in k-space. (f) Gap profile ∆∗ as function of the Fermi surface an-
gle. The dashed curve is the simple d-wave form ∆max cos(2φ) with
∆max = 50 meV. The solid line is a guide for the eyes. The pseudo-
gap exists around the antinodal region and vanishes on the Fermi arc
around the node.
presented in the previous section, the QP lost its spectral weight in the pseudogap
state above the transition temperature (Tc = 60 K) of the YBCO6.5 surface. The
loss of coherence in the pseudogap state makes it difficult to follow the evolution of
the EDC peaks as a function of k-momentum. However, taking into account the
leading edge of the EDCs, one can observe that EDC °, EDC ± and EDC ² are
shifted from EF implying the opening of a larger gap. Figure 5.17(b,d) shows the
symmetrized EDC where a closed gap is observed for EDCs ¬, ­, ®, ¯ and an
open one for EDCs °, ± and ². To achieve a better understanding, Fig. 5.17(f)
displays the angular dependence of the pseudogap deduced from the change of
slope in the symmetrized EDC as function of the FS angle ϕ. For commodity,
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all the cuts have been transposed in the (0, 0)-(-pi, pi) quadrant of the FS and
then symmetrized around ϕ = 45◦. From this plot, the pseudogap seems to exist
around the (pi, 0) region and vanishes on the Fermi arc where a gapless excita-
tion is seen. Within the error bars, the amplitude of the antinodal gap both in
the pseudogap and the superconducting states are similar6. The observation of a
pseudogap with an amplitude ∆Antinode = 52 ± 4 meV and the existence of Fermi
arcs are in good agreement with what has been reported in recent measurements
for YBCO with p = 0.06 hole doping [205].
To summarize, the k-dependence of the pseudogap state were
investigated for the ortho-II YBCO6.5 surface. The amplitude
of the antinodal gap ∆Antinode ≈ 52 ± 4 meV with the existence
of Fermi arcs were found to be consistent with a recent report
made on underdoped YBCO single crystals [205]. No evidence
for a much larger gap in the antinodal region was detected and
more significantly, the magnitude of the pseudogap is compara-
ble with the superconducting gap. The band-folding connected
to the reduced Brillouin zone of the ortho-II detected in the
superconducting state is clearly visible also in the pseudogap
state. With the presented data it is delicate to give any conclu-
sive answer about the nature of the pseudogap state. Indeed,
the Fermi arcs detected around the node can be interpreted as
both competing order parameters and precursor of supercon-
ductivity. Further, high resolution measurements are necessary
to clarify this issue.
6The amplitude of the gap both in the pseudogap and superconducting states was verified in
many sample and all showed the same behavior and magnitude.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
The electronic properties of YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) thin-films in situ grown by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) have been investigated by angle-resolved photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (ARPES). The samples were grown on TiO2 terminated SrTiO3
(STO) substrates, resulting in a CuO chain termination on the surface [94]. The
films were c-axis oriented with a hole doping corresponding to an optimally doped
sample (pbulk ≈ 0.18). In addition, high- and low-energy electron diffraction mea-
surements (RHEED/LEED) were performed to examine the surface of the films.
The measurement showed a good crystalline surface with a unit-cell doubling cor-
responding to a (2 × 1) surface reconstruction caused by ordered oxygen vacancies
within the CuO chains that help to stabilize the polar surface of the film.
By a direct in situ transfer between the PLD and ARPES set-up, the YBCO
films were measured without cleaving, a task previously thought impossible due
to oxygen deficiency causing an insulating surface. The ARPES data show elec-
tronic properties and a Fermi surface (FS) volume corresponding to a lightly hole
doped surface (psurf ≈ 0.10). Further, in line with the (2 × 1) surface recon-
struction observed by RHEED/LEED, the FS also display clear evidence of an
ortho-II ordered YBa2Cu3O6.5 (YBCO6.5) band folding. These findings confirm
theoretical predictions [193–195] and point out how the order within the CuO
chains affects the electronic properties of the CuO2 planes. Further, this demon-
strates the importance of having not only the correct surface carrier concentration,
but also a very well ordered clean surface in order to obtain photoemission data
representative of the compound’s true nature.
The investigation of the superconducting state reveal a series of interesting result.
Even though the k-dependence of the superconducting gap is anisotropic with a
maximum amplitude at the antinode (∆Antinode ≈ 52 meV), the Fermi surface is
found to be nodeless with the presence of a gap (∆Node ≈ 20 meV). Moreover, when
increasing the temperature, the gap along the (pi, pi) direction closes at T ≈ 22 K.
This is much lower than the transition temperature of the surface (T c ≈ 65 K)
extracted from both the hole doping and the temperature dependence of the off-
nodal gap. The origin of the gap along the nodal direction is not clear but several
scenarios can be considered. One of the most simple explanations would be that
when measuring the amplitude of the gap, the folded band was followed instead
of the main band. Such error is very easy to imagine since these two bands
strongly overlap in the nodal region. However, this suggestion does not explain
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the premature closing of the gap. Another scenario is to consider an s-wave
contribution of the gap symmetry at low temperature as already suggested by
muons spin rotation measurements. Currently, the origin of the nodeless behavior
remains unclear and further theoretical as well as experimental investigations are
needed.
Given that the surface of the YBCO film is underdoped, also the pseudogap state
has been studied. The k-dependence of the pseudogap state reveal clear Fermi
arcs centered around the node and the magnitude of the antinodal (maximum)
pseudogap is comparable to the superconducting gap. Both observations are in
good agreement with recent measurement done on underdoped YBCO single crys-
tals [205]. Further, the band folding detected in the superconducting state remains
clearly visible also in the pseudogap state.
Independently of the band folding, a low-energy kink (E0 = 60 eV) and a weak
bilayer splitting were observed. The E0 value agrees well with previous report on
lightly hole doped cuprate. Concerning the weak bilayer splitting, two suggestions
can be considered. The first one is that the photon energy chosen for the measure-
ment (hν = 70 eV) more strongly emphasizes the intensity of the bonding band
than the antibonding band. The second one is connected to the recent report
made by Fournier et al., which observes that the bilayer splitting is progressively
reduced upon underdoping and vanishes when the hole doping p < 0.15 [205]. At
present time, none of these suggestions can be excluded since the influence of the
photon energy on the bilayer splitting was not investigated in the YBCO films.
Nevertheless, this experiment can easily be performed in a near future.
In conclusion, we believe that it has been clearly shown that the approach to grow
YBCO films in situ and measure them by ARPES is a successful concept. Our
data evidently show that in order to gain access to information regarding the bulk
electronic properties by ARPES it is of crucial importance to have a careful control
of the surface properties. At present, the combination of the PLD and ARPES
technique has allowed us to reveal the existence of a band folding in the previously
unaccessible underdoped ortho-II ordered YBCO6.5 compound. Our results have
not only opened the door to study the details of the superconducting properties
in this system, but also given the opportunity to more accurately connect a bulk-
like electronic structure with results from other experimental techniques as well
as theoretical models.
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A Change of the t′/t and t′′/t′
parameters
To perform the hopping parameter test, we have changed the chemical potential
µ and the second nearest hopping integral t′ terms alternatively. Changing µ and
t′ change the ratios µ/t and both t′/t and t′′/t′. The others parameters t, t′′ and
V kept the same values as the one defined in Chapter 5. Table (A.1) shows the
initial value of the tight-binding parameters.
Compound Tc [K] t [eV] t
′/t t′′/t′ µ/t
Films YBCO ∼ 65 0.558 0.49 0.5 -0.842
Single crystals ortho-II YBCO [193] ∼ 60 0.36 0.4 0.5 -0.866
Table A.1: Comparison of the tight-binding parameters of YBCO ortho-II compound.
Figure. A.1 and Fig. A.2 shows the resulting band calculation when the ratio µ/t =
−1.204 and t′/t = 0.855 (t′′/t′ = 0.289). The yellow and black solid lines represents
the β and α bands, respectively. With the calculated bands, the experimental
energy maps of the YBCO film as function of the binding energy (EB). Each
map was integrated within ± 5 meV window around (EB). In both figures, it is
clear that the band calculation do not fit the experimental data. Even though at
low-energy the bands seem to follow the measurement, at high binding energy a
very strong discrepancy is observed.
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Figure A.1: Calculated band structure with µ/t = -1.204.
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Figure A.2: Calculated band structure with t′/t = 0.855 and t′′/t′ = 0.289.
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B Simulated intensity maps
To evaluate the evolution of the energy maps using the hopping parameters ex-
tracted from the YBCO film studied in this work, we have simulated the intensity
maps of a twinned ortho-II sample as function of binding energy using the planar
dispersion, herein defined by:
AB,Bα,β (k) = −2t cos ky − 2t′′(cos 2kx + cos 2ky)
− µ± t⊥(k)±
[






and the fact that I(k, ω) ∝ A(k, ω). The k-dependency of the bands has not been
take into account and a constant energy broadening of 25 meV was chosen for all
the maps. Figure B.1 shows the simulated intensity maps as function of binding
energy for the following fitting parameters: t = 558 meV, t′/t = 0.49, t′′/t′ = 0.5,
µ/t = −0.842 meV, and V = 75 meV. The interlayer hopping t⊥ = 0 meV and
the ortho-II potential V = 75 meV. One can see that the quasi-1D character of
the β bands is predominant and the “bottom” of the bands is at 1200 meV.
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Figure B.1: Simulations of the intensity maps for the ortho-II FS with the TB pa-
rameters issue the YBCO film: t = 558 meV, t′/t = 0.49, t′′/t′ = 0.5,
µ/t = -0.842 meV, and V = 75 meV.
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C Initial Low-Energy Muon
Investigation of the YBCO
film studied by ARPES
Here, we present an investigation of the magnetic properties of high-temperature
superconducting (HTCS) YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) films using low-energy muon
spin spectroscopy (LEM). The YBCO films are grown using pulsed laser depo-
sition (PLD) and were previously investigated by ARPES. The films are grown
on SrTiO3 (STO) substrate and have a thickness of ∼ 150 nm. To perform the
LEM experiment, we have grown eight (5 × 10 mm) YBCO films under the same
conditions and have glued them on a nickel plate with silver paint [Fig. C.1(a)].
The white borders of each films are the STO substrate. Fig. C.1(b) shows one
of the bulk resistivity measurement made on these samples where the transition
temperature is Tc = 86.5 K and ∆Tc = 1 K.
By taking into account the muons stopping distribution in YBCO, our initial
measurements allowed us to extract the London penetration-depth (λab) of the
samples at 5 K in the Meissner state with an external magnetic field of 100 G
applied parallel to the ab-plane. From this we obtained λab(5 K) ≈ 160 nm, which
agrees well with previous µSR data of YBCO single crystals and films [222, 225].
We also managed to extract the superconducting (SC) range of our samples, which
corresponds to ∼130 nm and the top-deadlayer is estimated to be ∼15 nm. The
deadlayer on the surface is due that the films were transferred ex situ, which is
not the case for the ARPES experiment.
Our second test allowed us to acquire λab as a function of temperature (T = 5-
120 K) for an implantation depth of 70 nm and with a magnetic field of 100 G. For
each data point, the counting statistics were ∼ 6 million muon decays. Fig. C.1(c)
shows 1/λ2ab as a function of T. A clear transition is visible around T = 85 K,
which is in agreement with the bulk resistivity measurement showed in Fig. C.1(b).
Further, at low-temperature, a clear upturning of 1/λ2ab curve is seen for T below
20 K. This low-temperature “kink”(LTK) [234] has already been reported for
YBCO single crystals [222] and interpreted as a mixture of (s+d)-wave symmetry.
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Figure C.1: (a) YBCO films glued on the low-energy µSR sample holder (Nickel plate).
After fixing the samples, the plate is mounted inside a low-temperature
cryostat with a minimum temperature of 2 K. (b) Resistivity curve of the
YBCO sample. The measurement were done with a classical four points
probe. Note that the resistivity extracted from the curve corresponds
to the bulk. (c) Temperature dependence of the inverse square London
penetration depth 1/λ2ab is observed. At T ≈ 20 K, the low-temperature
“kink”(LTK) and the superconducting transition temperature is extracted
as Tc = 85 K, which is in good agreement with the resistivity measure-
ment.
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